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PREFACE

he reader may be puzzled to find, in a series devoted to studying the
diverse aspects gf_archueofogicalresearch in the various provinces of
--its vast empire, a volume concerned with the Transhimalayan region i.e. broadly the central and western parts of the autonomous region of Tibet
in the Chinese People's Republic. And indeed, since Chinese scholars are just
beginning to take an interest in Tibetan archaeology, this volume cannot seek,
like other volumes in the series, to review the problems, the methods and the
results of a scientifically conducted exploration of the country's past. The
aim must therefore be the more modest one of drawing up a provisional inventory of the visible remains and the works of art which have survived the centuries, setting out a preliminary basis for discussion, and outlining a programme
of work for the future.
The interest and novelty of the present study are therefore evident. Professor
Tucci is undoubtedly the greatest living expert in his field and has himself
discovered, during his travels in Tibet, much of the material at present available. Most of his published works are not readily accessible to the general
reader, and he has therefore undertaken to summarise in this volume the
results of his work and his main conclusions. For a scholar the writing of a
book of this kind is not without its hazards; but Professor Tucci's readers will
appreciate the privilege and the opportunity now offered to them.
J.M.

The material published in this work is the harvest of over thirty years of
study and research, and some of the illustrations, obtained in difjicult conditions
over a long period of years, may not be up to the highest standards of quality.
But since most of the photographs are now the only evidence we have on remains
which have since been destroyed or are otherwise inaccessible the publishers
have thought it right to make them available to the general public just as they
are, since any retouching would prejudice their authenticity. They are confident
that the readers of this book will agree with this decision.
W e should like to express our sincere gratitude to Professor Tuccifor allowing
us to publish this quite unique documentation and for his illuminating discussion of the material he presents.

NOTE O N PRONUNCIATION
The letter S is pronounced like English sh; i like the s in "leisure". The soft
occlusives (g, j, d, b, dz) at the beginning of a word or syllable are pronounced hard (k, c, t, p, ts) but in a lower tone.
The letters g, d, b, 171 and a used as prefixes or following r, 1 and s are not
pronounced (exception: lha, pronounced Ihn), but preserve the original
value of the soft sounds: e.g. gun, pronounced kang, but sgari, pronounced
gang.

Y, r and I after initial consonants cause some sound changes. Pya, phya and
bya are pronounced as palatals, like English cha and ja; mnya like iia (nya).
Kra, tra and pra are all pronounced as a cerebral fa; similarly k'ra and p'ra
are pronounced !ha; gra, dra and bru are pronounced !a; and sra is pronounced sa.
A consonant followed by 1 disappears: e.g. bla-nia is pronounced lama
and rluri lung. Exception: =la is pronounced da.
As finals d, 1 and s are silent, but produce a softening of the vowel: e.g.
brgyad, rgol and lus are pronounced gyu, go and lii. N also produces a
softening but is still heard: e.g. brtsamz, pronounced tsin (or tsen).

INTRODUCTION

DeJinition of the Enquiry1

T

he travellers, relatively few in number, who have found their way
to Tibet have almost always been concerned to describe the customs
of the country or have been mainly interested in geographical,
sociological or religious research. Even those who have studied the cultural
history of Tibet have mostly neglected the archaeological aspects of their
subject and devoted their attention to questions of more strictly religious or
liturgical interest. In my own travels in Tibet I concentrated on its archaeology and the history of its art, publishing the results of my work in the seven
volumes of Indo-Tibetica2, which is principally concerned with western
Tibet, and in a substantial work, Tibetan Painted Scrolls3, which as its title
indicates deals with the painted cotton or silk scrolls displayed in temples or
carried by travellers as talismans. I was also able during my travels, and
particularly in the monasteries to which I enjoyed access, to collect much
other material which made it possible to suggest comparisons with artistic
trends in other countries which played their part in creating the particular
art forms and artistic schools of Tibet. The task was not always an easy one,
for the statues and paintings of which the temples were full were heaped
together in confusion, and frequently the statues were disfigured by the
gilt varnish applied to the faces each year for liturgical reasons. Moreover
the monks would not always allow photographs to be taken inside the temples,
and it was never possible to use magnesium lighting. Later, in 1948, I visited
the tombs of the Tibetan kings - in very bad weather conditions - and the
most ancient remains in central Tibet. I was able in this way to gather a very
considerable amount of material, but this is mostly of documentary rather
than artistic value, since as a result of the conditions in which the photographs were taken (some of them by Indian photographers when my own
assistants were not allowed to accompany me) they are not all up to the
highest standards of quality. I was, however, able to acquire a number of
objects which could be photographed in Italy with rather more care. I must

add that in making a selection from this material the chronological limits
set by the series of which this volume forms part have sometimes
imposed a constraint.
It must be made clear at the outset that Tibetan archaeology, if by archaeology we mean the results of properly conducted excavation, is still in a state
of limbo. Even since Tibet was integrated into the Chinese People's Republic
there has not been, so far as I am aware, any archaeological excavation in
any part of Tibet; nor have I seen a single reference to any such research in
any of the Chinese journals cited in the Bibliography, although Chinese
scholars have now started publishing preliminary articles on the art treasures
preserved in the oldest monasteries of Tibet. For the moment, therefore,
we can do no more than outline a programme of possible future archaeological research, drawing attention to the problems to be solved and noting
the sites and areas of most interest from the point of view of archaeology
or art history. Apart from this there are two immediate tasks to be undertaken. The first is to draw up an inventory, based on the surviving material
and any available historical sources, of the works of art brought into Tibet
from other areas and, if possible, to establish when they were brought in.
The second is to determine what influence these works of art, and artists
coming into Tibet from other areas, had on the development of the specific
characteristics which gave Tibetan art - whether painting or sculpture its distinctive individuality.

I have referred to foreign influences on Tibet, for these are attested by much
surviving material; and the Tibetans themselves are well aware of these
influences and have preserved the memory of them. We cannot therefore
ignore these facts in this first outline of Tibetan archaeology and its programme of future research: we must indeed depend exclusively on them.
This makes it necessary to extend in some degree the accepted meaning of
the term "archaeology", which for our purposes must be taken as including

not only the collection of material and the use of such limited archaeological
data as we possess but also a study of the wider field of art history and, more
specifically, the circumstances in which Tibetan art came into being. Anticipating later discussion for the sake of clarity, we may note that our survey
can be brought to a close about the end of the Sakyapa (Sa skya pa) period,
or perhaps rather later (13th to 15th centuries), when a variety of artistic
trends were blended to give Tibetan art its distinctive character, so that it
represents the expression of a particular sensibility. This did not of course
prevent other influences from making themselves felt at a later stage in
areas or in individual monasteries which had particular contacts with other
countries.
But although our survey of Tibetan archaeology, in the narrow sense of
the term, must seek merely to draw up a programme for the future, our
examination of the genesis of Tibetan modes of artistic expression is not
similarly restricted. Architecture for the most part followed its own traditional patterns, but art was exposed to many influences from outside Tibet.
In addition to its relations with Kashmir, Central Asia and Bengal, Tibet
always maintained close contacts with Nepal. The influence of China was
felt as early as the period of the kings in Tibet (7th to 9th centuries) and
again in the Sakyapa period (13th century), in the time of the Mongol
(Yuan) dynasty. This influence was exerted particularly in painting, and can
always be felt, particularly in eastern Tibet and in certain iconographic
types like the Lokapiilas and the Arhats. At Phuntshokling (P'un ts'ogs
gliri) we find styles of painting of Indian origin practised until the 16th century, and there are references to Indian artists as late as the time of the fifth
Dalai Lama (1 617-1682).
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THE PREHISTORIC
AND PROTOHISTORICAL PERIODS

The Material: Small Finds

T

he archaeology of Tibet is thus based essentially on objects found
by chance or on those remains which have survived. Given the religious atmosphere of the country, it would have been impossible
before the integration of Tibet into the Chinese People's Republic to carry
out excavations of any kind, particularly on those sites which are traditionally
regarded as most significant for the history and culture of Tibet. As we shall
see, there are numerous caves which we know with certainty were inhabited
in prehistoric times; but when I sought to explore one such cave at Luk in
western Tibet I was obliged to abandon the excavation, the hostility of the
village people being all too evident.

A recent article by Mrs Tai Erh-chien4 refers to the discovery of a skeleton
near Nyelam ( N e Iarn), between Nepal and Tibet - not excavated in a
tomb but discovered by chance buried in a river bed. Stone implements of
the Neolithic period were also found.
For the moment, therefore, in the absence of exact points of reference and
objects which can be dated with certainty - a situation about which there
will be more to say later - any division into a prehistoric and a protohistorical period must necessarily be very uncertain. The boundary between
the two periods is to some extent arbitrary, for the real history of Tibet
begins in the 7th century with the earliest information afforded by the
Chinese sources, followed at a later date by the first documents which can
properly be called Tibetan. Until systematic excavations have been carried
out, however, we shall be unable to determine with certainty whether all the
objects to be discussed in this chapter date from the pre-Buddhist period:
some of them, indeed, do undoubtedly date from Buddhist times and thus
fall within the historical period. All that can be said, therefore, is that
although the dating of these objects is speculative and uncertain they do

nevertheless form a distinctive group which in general bears no relationship
to the arts and crafts of Tibet as we know them from material which can be
dated with certainty and is fully in line with articles of known function which
are familiar to us in the historical period.
Objects of this kind are found by peasants working in the fields: I am thinking in particular of the objects known in Tibet as tlzokde (t'og rdeu, "stone
fallen from the sky") or thoding (mt'o ldin, "high-flying"): i.e. "thunder
stones". The name might suggest lithic material found by chance, like
arrowheads or axes; but in fact I have never seen any examples of this kind.
In the course of my travels in Tibet I have come across a fair number of these
objects, but have only very seldom been able to buy one, for the Tibetans
consider them as potent talismans and are reluctant to part with them. This
is particularly so if they are fortunate enough to collect nine of them - nine
being a sacred number to the Bonpo, adepts of the old Tibetan religion
which has left many traces in the religious beliefs of the people.
Taken as a whole, these objects show close links with the art of the Central
Asian steppes and bear witness to relationships, either direct or indirect,
with other centres of culture, as Professor Bussagli and I have indicated
(Tucci, 1935; Bussagli, 1949). More recently (1961) Goldman has carried
out further work in this field and has suggested connections with Iran.
Links of this kind are indeed probable, for there were undoubtedly contacts
between Tibet (particularly western Tibet) and the Iranian cultures at a very
early date, and it is likely that artistic and decorative themes would pass from
Iran to Tibet as a result of migration and trade.
Goldman's hypothesis is, however, valid only for some of the objects
published by Professor Bussagli and myself; for we must not overlook the
other element which - influenced though it may have been by Iranian

culture - is strongly represented in Tibet and is still used in the decoration
of various objects: the art of the steppes, which still survives after many
centuries, particularly in northern and north-eastern Tibet. We must not,
therefore, forget the migrations of the Yiieh-chi in these regions.
The skill of Tibetan craftsmen in forging metal is recorded in the early
Chinese sources5. We do not know what metals were worked in this period,
but they certainly included copper, bronze and iron, the working of which
may have been brought in by different routes. It is not possible to determine
on the basis of archaeological evidence when iron-working - a craft
which no doubt conferred a magical prestige on its practitioners - first
began; but I regard as questionable the view expressed by W. Ruben6
and after him by S. Hummel7, following up suggestions by Heine-Gelderne,
that the art of iron-working was introduced in the course of a migration
from the Pontic region.
It is difficult to establish the use or the significance of the objects in question.
Some have a purely functional character - buckles, buttons, small bells and
pendants (Plates 2, 22-24, 26, 30) - and this in itself makes their dating
still more uncertaing. It is clear, however, that some of them are of a sacred
character: this is the case, I believe, with those which have a circle as their
predominant motif (Plate 16: a turquoise in the centre, with nine hemispherical "drops" round it), either in what can provisionally be described
as a pendant or in the form of a number of associated circles, usually three
(Plates 3, 4, 5, below, and 6 ) . Often the circle is not closed but is openendedlo. The central theme, representing the centre of the world and thus of
the tent or the house, conceived in the image of the universe, is too familiar
to require further discussion. More complex, however, is the significance of
the motifs at the ends of the open-ended circle. These had some particular
meaning, as is shown by the occurrence of figures of animals, either repre-

sented naturally (Plates 3, 4, above) or so highly stylised as to retain only a
distant resemblance to the original (Plate 4, below), as well as by comparison
with some rather similar examples found in Iran (Plates 7, right, and 8 ) .
Significant also in this respect are the figures of birds (but not the k'yuri)
either facing one another or turned towards what may be a mountain
(Plate 4, above, right, between two anima1s)ll.
I am also inclined to attribute a sacred character to the central figure in
Plate 6, with its thirteen circles; for thirteen was a sacred number in the
Bonpo religion, as in others. Similarly we cannot attribute a purely functional significance to the triangles shown in Plate 10. They were undoubtedly
intended to be hung from something, as is shown by the eyelet through
which a cord could be passed; but these triangles, which all end in a "drop"
and, with one exception, all have three empty spaces within them, cannot in
my view have been purely decorative in intention. They are too small to
have formed part of the trappings of a horse, and are evidently pieces of
personal jewellery which may have been used as talismans, based on religious conceptions of whose significance we are ignorant.
It is easier to discuss the bronzes reproduced in Plate 11. Four of them
undoubtedly represent the khyung (k'yuri), which in Bonpo tradition was a
sacred animal, contrasted with the demoniac khading (mk'a' ldiri)12. The
khyung survived the decline of the Bonpo religion and found a place in
popular tradition, becoming amalgamated with the Indian Garuda.
There are certain other objects which we must also regard as talismans, or
religious symbols, or totemic or clan emblems: for example the representations (Plates 19-21) of four birds' heads set on the same body. It is difficult
to define them more closely, for they have no resemblance either to eagles or
to vultures: indeed to judge by their crests they may well be cocks, known in

Tibetan as chapo (bya po). The four figures are divided into two groups of
two, and as the eyelet at the top indicates they were intended to be hung
round someone's neck or on a horse's harness.
It is difficult to identify the creature represented in Plate 12. Probably it is a
bear (either dom, the brown bear, or dred, the tawny bear, an animal which
figures in Tibetan folklore). Plate 13 represents the handle or terminal
ornament of some instrument in the form of a highly stylised ram, while in
Plate 25 (left) it is easy to recognise two animals rearing up on their hind
legs and facing one another, a motif of common occurrence in the art of Asia,
from Mesopotamia to Siberia.
The only representation of the human figure is the one on the thin strip of
bronze reproduced in Plate 14. In this figure the two hands are shown
palms upwards, held against the breast and apparently supporting some
objects which can no longer be distinguished. The features are crudely
depicted, and the figure appears to be wearing a hat with the top bent
backwards. It may represent an offering-bearer, or perhaps a god. It seems
to me to show resemblances to certain similar objects recently discovered in
eastern Iran.
Plate 24 clearly shows a buckle with a crude representation of an animal's
head in the centre. Of great interest, too, is the bronze representation
(Plate 28) of an animal - a feline, perhaps a lion - treated in similar
fashion to an example from Inner Mongolial3.
These objects come from various parts of western Tibet, Tsang (gTsari) and
central Tibet. The find-spots, however, are of no particular significance,
since in virtue of the apotropaic powers with which they were credited they
may have been bought by nomads, and it is thus not possible to establish any
clear connection between the places where they were acquired and the places

where they were found. They can, therefore, only be classed together as the
earliest evidence of Tibetan craftsmanship, produced within an ill-defined
chronological period which may cover a range of several centuries, extending
even into the Buddhist period.
Plate I is particularly important as an illustration of the spatio-temporal
quality represented by the circle which is the image of the sky. It shows an
open-ended circle surrounded by twelve animals, and although the object is
worn and the decoration rather crudely executed there can be no doubt that
this represents the animals of the duodecimal cycle - a rat, an ox, a tiger,
a hare, a dragon, a snake, a horse, a monkey, a bird, a dog and a pig. The
duodecimal cycle is used for dating purposes as early as the chronicles of
Tun huang. The Bonpo gods known as Ghiko (Gi k'od or Ge k'od) were
also closely associated with the annual cycle, since there were 360 of theml4.
The object illustrated, however, belongs to a later period, since it shows
some degree of fusion with Buddhist beliefs, as exemplified by the eight
auspicious signs depicted in the upper part of the object, the tashitagj7e
(bkra iis rtags brgyad) - the umbrella, the goldfish, the jar containing
treasure, the lotus, the shell, the knot, the standard, the wheel. It is thus
evident that this object represents a mingling of older beliefs with the symbolism introduced by Buddhism.
To these examples can be added an iron corn-measure, inlaid with gold
and silver, which is dated to the Yiian period (Plate 112). The decoration,
in which a cross can be clearly distinguished, shows affinities with similar
examples studied by Hambisl5. I refer to it here in order to show the continuity of the influences of foreign cultures.
The figure of a Bos indicus reproduced in Plate 67 may have been imported
from India, for the sacred animal of Tibet was not the ox - considered in
India as the bearer of Siva - but the white yak, which played a major r61e
in Tibetan cosmology.

Plate 22 shows a concave bulla which may have served to contain a formula
or a talisman. It can be seen as a kind of prototype of the gau of a later
period - the small bronze or silver box in which sacred formulae were kept.
Some objects are clearly buttons of very similar type to those published by
Rudenkols, like a number of other items which are identical to material
published by the same author17.
There are also figures of monkeys (Plates 17, 18). This theme is represented
over a wide area, and has been found as far away as Minusinsk, where
the monkey does not occur in the wild state; and it is hardly surprising to
find it in Tibet, since according to tradition the Tibetan people arose from
the union of a monkey - in which Buddhist thought saw an incarnation of
Chenresik (spyan ras gzigs) - with a female demon.
The two pendants shown in Plate 29 (below) belong to a later period.
It seems reasonable to identify them as Nestorian crosses, like the one on the
corn-measure already referred to, since we have a reference to a Nestorian
bishop of Tibetla, and many cross-like objects discovered in the Ordos region
and elsewhere in China19 can be attributed to the Nestorians (in some cases
with an element of doubt). Plate 11 (below, left) very probably represents a
dove, also a Nestorian symbol. There is nothing unlikely about the presence
of Nestorians in Tibet in the time of the Yiian dynasty, since in this period
there were many Nestorians in China and among the Mongols.
Another type of object found by peasants working in the fields consists of
beads from necklaces, cylindrical in shape with tapered ends, made of a
whitish fabric and decorated with brown lines or small brown circles. There
is usually an odd number of circles. which gives the beads special value and
significance. I have never managed to acquire any examples of these beads,
since they command very high prices, being regarded as talismans of parti-

cular magical and protective power. Some of these objects, I was told, had
been found in tombs.
These beads are known as zigs, and the small circles on them are called
mig ("eyes"). They come from necklaces of a type which is very common in
Asia, from the Near East to Iran and Central Asia. No positive conclusions
can therefore be drawn from these finds : they merely prove, once again, that
the peoples who lived in Tibet had contacts and trading exchanges with
neighbouring countries from a very early period.
Other beads, made of glass paste, are similar to examples published by
G.G. Seligman and H.C. Beck20.
Also of very common occurrence all over Tibet are arrows with a central
rib. The specimens in my own collection are made of iron, and are of a type
which is so common that it is not possible to suggest even an approximate
date (Plate 33).

Caves
Caves, sometimes occurring in isolation and sometimes in groups, are very
numerous in Tibet. In addition to the Luk caves already mentioned, still not
completely explored, there are caves in the Nubra area and in Kun Lun21
with wall decorations which appear to date from the 2nd millennium B.C.22.
There are also caves at Lhatse (Lha rtse) (Plate 34). Other caves near
Yandogtsho ( Yar abrog mts'o) (Plate 36), which were apparently inhabited
in prehistoric times, were briefly described by L.A.Waddell23 in 1905; and
there are others at Janthang (Byan t'an ?) (Plate 3.51, Yarlung (Yar kluns)
(Plate 37) and Dotakdsong (rDo brag rdson). In western Tibet, at Tsaparang, Chang (P'yan or P'yi dban gdan mk'ar ?), Khyunglung (K'yun
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and elsewhere, there are numerous troglodytic settlements, with remains of
castles and temples above ground. Other troglodytic centres are found at
Lo (Blo, Mustang), north of Tukcha - i.e. in the part of Nepal, formerly
independent or associated with Tibet, where the Tibetan language is still
spoken. The Tibetan hermits were accustomed to spend much of their
lives meditating in caves; and the Lepchas of Sikkim believe that men
come down from the summits of the mountains into a cave and then return
to the mountains after their death25.
Milarepa, one of the most celebrated mystics of Tibet, spent most of his
life in caves; the names of some of them are recorded by his biographers.
Yerpa (Yer pa), to the east of Lhasa26, is a monastic settlement occupying
a group of caves. The monastery of Rechungphuk (Ras c'uri p'ug) at
Yarlung is built near a cave to which a famous ascetic, a disciple of Milarepa,
retired to meditate.
Another very remarkable site, which has undoubtedly been regarded as
sacred since very early times, is Pretapuri (also known as Tirthapuri to the
Indians, who go in pilgrimage to Mount Kailfisa), the city of the Prera
(lemurs), where are numerous caves27. Other examples are a temple hewn
from the rock in which Gayiidhara once lived, the cave in which Sachen
(Sa c'erz) meditated at Sakya (Sa skya), below the Labrangshar (Bla
bran iar), and the temple of Tshogyeltagmar (mTs'o rgyal Brag dmar),
which is attributed to Thisongdetsen (K'ri sron Ide brtsart).
We cannot of course be sure that all these caves, particularly those with
troglodytic settlements, date from the prehistoric period. In some cases, as
at Tsaparang, Chang and Khyunglung, the caves were probably used as
dwellings only in winter, since in summer the whole population would move
to the high plateaux with their flocks and herds, returning to the caves only
when the cold weather came on. The situation may have been different in the

caves at Lo (Blo, Mustang) and some of those occupied by hermits who were
accustomed to spend much of their life, if not the whole of it, in caves. The
problem can be solved only by archaeological investigation, as it has been
solved, for example, in Swat, where a cave still occasionally occupied on wet
and windy nights by the Gujars (who make annual seasonal migrations) has
been carefully excavated, yielding important stratigraphic evidence which
extends downwards from a top stratum of 16th-17th century Islamic
pottery to the Upper Palaeolithic28. It does not seem probable that the
caves occupied by hermits were invariably hewn from the rock by the
hermits themselves: no doubt when they found one ready made they would
be glad to take it over as their place of retreat. It must be the task of Chinese
archaeologists to identify the caves which were already in existence in historical times, and then to determine by scientific excavation which of them
reveal traces of early settlement and how far back that occupation goes.
It is possible, too, that some of these caves, particularly those situated near
major settlements or royal residences, may have served as prisons in which
offenders might be confined for many years29.

Megaliths, Tombs and Shrines
On many sites in Tibet we find large stones set in the ground, either by
themselves or in groups, arranged in circles or sometimes in square formations or in alignments. In the middle of the group there may be either one or
three taller stones set erect like pilasters, left in their natural state without
any dressing. When there are three of these standing stones the one in the
middle is higher than the other two: we see this, for example, at Pu (sPu),
on the frontiers of Tibet, in a gathering place for the annual festivals30.
The largest group of circular stone settings of this kind, with stones 2 or 3

metres in diameter, sometimes slightly ovoid in form, either with or without
the central pillar, is in the mountains above Shapgeding (gab dge sdiris) and
on the road between Doptakdsong and Sakya: unfortunately the photographs
of these sites were lost during the crossing of a river.
We shall have occasion to discuss later the problems presented by these
sites. Are they tombs, or are they designed to mark out areas for some
other purpose, or may they perhaps serve both these functions? Before
considering these questions we must first refer to some other similar sites
which have been discovered and also to the structures which have been
identified as tombs. I myself have noted monolithic stelae on the plateau
leading to Zhidekar (gZi sde mk'ar ?) in western Tibet31, at Byi'us2, near
Lake Manasarovar, and, in the regions bordering on Tibet, at G a r b y a n p
and DopMkdsong (Plate 38).
Near Reting (Rva sgren) is a rough circle of large stones (phaong, p'a bon),
on the top of which flutter streamers bearing printed prayers; the site is
traditionally regarded as sacred to a D&ni. Another ancient tomb, also
circular in shape, was recorded by Georges de Roerichm.
A site which shows some analogy with the one at Shapgeding is the doring
(rdo riri) to the south of the salt lake of Pangongtsho (span gon mts'o).
The name itself ("long stone") is very significant. Here Roerich35 found
eighteen parallel rows of standing stones, each row ending in a stone circle
of large stones set vertically in the ground, with a kind of altar of undressed
stone opposite each circleat Within each circle were taller stones like those
found at Pu, Doptakdsong and Garbyang. All the stones in the doring were
aligned from east to west, and Roerich compares them with the megalithic
alignments at Carnac in Brittany. It way well be that this site had a double
significance: as a sacred place marked out and protected by the parallel
lines of stones37 and as a burial place.

As Mrs A.W. Macdonald, to whom we owe the first systematic study of this
subject38, has noted, other megalithic monuments were observed by Bacot
in eastern Tibet39.
In the village of Saga Roerich40 discovered a large monolith of grey stone
surrounded by pillars of white quartz. The surface of the large stone showed
traces of butter: i.e., of offerings. Near the large salt lake of Danrayuntsho
(Dan rva yu mts'o ?) he also found megalithic structures consisting of
standing stones surrounded by slabs arranged in a square. Nearby were
tombs surrounded by stones arranged in square formation41, aligned from
east to west with a large stone at the east end - which seems to suggest
that the body was laid with the head to the east. Roerich assigned these
tombs to the megalithic period. This is an unduly vague dating; but since no
excavations have been carried out it is impossible to establish the age of
these tombs.
Stone settings with either one or three standing stones in the middle have
been recorded in other parts of Tibet and Mongolia42; and the Ch'iang, who
had already established themselves in the Kokonor region in the 2nd millennium B.C., also buried their dead in a kind of stone tomb43.
Sporadic excavations carried out near Lhasa during the second world war
by Dr Aufschnaiter, who had escaped from a prisoner-of-war camp and
sought refuge in Tibet with his friend Harrer, led to the discovery of tombs
and of pottery vessels. The tombs were of remarkably complex structure:
the excavation reports note the occurrence of dressed stone and large bould e r ~ 4of
~ ,enclosure walls45 and of tumuli46. The dead were buried in recesses
hollowed out of the rock, with stone closure slabs, or laid in a kind of shaft
grave (a pozzetto) ; and the finding of skulls and bones in pottery jars suggests that a second burial was carried out after the decomposition of the
flesh. The same conclusion seems to emerge from the examination of the

tomb at Site XII, where there is a double burial. The pottery is either handmade or wheel-thrown and is painted a brilliant red; but it is essentially
atypical. The occurrence of charcoal suggests that the funeral rites were
performed near the tombs and burial places.
Other tombs have been discovered near Leh ( s k h ) in Ladakh47: they were
covered with stone slabs and the interiors were built of undressed stones,
in the form of walls. I cannot accept Francke's view that the tombs were
originally above ground level; for since the excavations were camed out by
inexpert operators it is impossible to establish whether there was another
grave above the tomb proper, as in the tombs found in Swat and the Indus
valley. The tombs were some 1.80 metres long, 1.40 metres wide and 1.80
metres deep. The pottery was hand-made, not wheel-thrown, and the largest
vessel, found in a fragmentary condition, seems to have been not more than
95 cm high and wide. Some jars were decorated with patterns in dark red; the
excavator does not, however, record the ground colouF.
A second series of excavations produced no painted pottery; the decoration,

consisting only of incised lines, was similar to that on pottery discovered
farther west, at Balukhar (Ba lu mk'ar ?), Alchi and other sites, in patterns
of zigzags, ladders and other motifs which may represent leaves or grasses.
In each tomb were found numbers of skulls - from three to fifteen or
twenty - of dolichocephalic type, in contrast with the brachycephalic skulls
which predominate in the present population. Various bronze objects were
also found, including oblong beads of the length and girth of a finger and
bell-shaped pendants with triangular apertures and a suspension ring at the
top. Among other objects recovered were beads of glass paste, some bronze
fragments interpreted by Francke as parts of a mirror, a seal with a cross
motif similar to those found in Iran, a bronze vessel, bracelets and even
some small pieces of iron. Francke dates the tombs to around 500 B.C.,
but there is insufficient evidence either to support or to reject his view.

Francke's conclusions are very debatable, and his description of the tombs
and the material recovered does not provide a basis for reaching any positive view. It seems to me beyond doubt, however, that the finds as he describes them show considerable similarities to the material recovered in
Swat and particularly along the banks of the Indus, which can be attributed
to the Dards - the people who are known to have made their way along
the Indus valley to Leh, and perhaps beyond this; in Khalatse (K'a la rtse ?),
Hanupat and other areas in Ladakh until quite recently - I cannot speak
for the present situation - Dard dialects were spoken alongside Tibetan
and the local form of Tibetan incorporated numerous Dard words.
Nor can I accept Francke's suggestion that the archaeological evidence
reflects the existence of funeral rites similar to those still practised, in which
the body is quartered and cut into small pieces; for in these rites the bones
are broken and the skull does not remain intact.
The area with which we are here concerned was, as already noted, connected
with Tibet by events which took place in the historical period (7th century
A.D.), although the full tibetanisation of Ladakh was not finally achieved
until a much later period (9th century); and the oldest ethnic stock in Ladakh
is largely alien to that of Tibet.
On the basis of the evidence recorded by Francke Roerich agrees that the
skulls found are dolichocephalic, whereas the population of present-day
Ladakh is brachycephalic. His own observations suggest that the dolichocephalic type is found on the borders of Tibet proper, while the brachycephalic type predominates in central Tibet, the Brahmaputra valley and
South-East Asia. Roerich believes that the tombs in Ladakh which are
known locally as "nomads' tombs" are indeed characteristic of the nomad
peoples, the Horpa. All this, however, is still problematic.

The circular tombs surrounded by stones are never found in large groups:
usually three or four together, as in the Tibetan part of Nepal (Plate 40)'
at Shapgeding and in the areas visited by R0erich4~.It is interesting to note
that objects decorated in what is now generally known as the "animal
style" and small ribbed arrows like those published by Roerich60 were found
in these areas.
Another tomb surrounded by stones, oblong in plan, is found at high
altitude near the Dolma (sGrol m a ) pass, not far from Mount Kailgsa.
This is the tomb commonly known as the "Tomb of the Ascetic". Whether
or not it is of Buddhist origin, it is undoubtedly a place of recognised sanctity, for visiting pilgrims are accustomed to tear off a piece of their clothing
and deposit it in token of homage51 (Plate 39).
To these various pieces of evidence must be added certain other chance
discoveries about which I have been unable to obtain detailed information.
Thus during the construction of a road near Gyamda (rGya mda') a tomb
containing the remains of a body was discovered. It is not recorded whether
any pottery was found with the body, but the interesting feature was the
discovery of a circular turquoise, similar to one said to have been found in a
tomb at Nachukha (Nag c'u k'a). I take this information from H.E. Richardson52, who suggests that these turquoises may represent the ke ke ru
which is referred to in the chronicles of Tun huanga as the badge of rank of
a particular officer. Jaschke defines the ke ke ru in his dictionary as "a white
precious stone", which seems to indicate something similar to the jade
circles found in early Chinese tombs. In the absence of exact information,
however, it is not possible to reach any definite c o n c l ~ s i o n ~ ~ .
Another site of megalithic type - though here again the term must be used
with caution - is found on the Kanzam pass leading into Spiti. On this
wide pass, with almost the dimensions of a plateau, are a number of standing

stones, most of which have collapsed or been displaced by the snow; a
considerable number, however, are still in situ. This is not merely a lhatho
(lha t'o), one of the cairns which are still regularly erected on the highest
points of mountain passes, but a considerable area entirely covered with
large slabs of stone and boulders, similar to the site at Saga to which Roerich
refers. It must be remembered that the cult of mountains was formerly one
of the commonest forms of religious expression in Tibet. The pass might
thus be both a place of propitiation for travellers and a place of sacred
significance to the local tribes. Here there might be standing stones used
for the deposit of offerings or for seasonal festivals; and it is also possible
that the chiefs of the tribe were buried in this area, their tribal ancestor
being identified with the mountain or with the god who in some previous
age had descended there. In places such as this, therefore, there may well
have been a number of different factors in play, serving various purposes
but combining to give the site a unique sacred significance.

While Pu and Garbyang are undoubtedly cult sites, the same function
cannot be assigned to the enclosures marked out by lines of stones. The
occurrence in close proximity to one another of similar stone circles, as at
Lo and Shapgeding55, suggests that these are in fact burial places: cf. the
stone circles of the Kafirs and the Laghman area of Afghanistan. It is also
significant that until quite recent times (Plates 41, 4 2 ) the practice of building stone enclosures to protect the dead - admittedly not circular in form was found in Tibet.

I conclude, therefore, that a distinction must be drawn between circular or
square structures with a central pillar or doring (rdo rin) and those without
a doring. It seems very likely that stone circles without a doring are in fact
tombs; but confirmation of this could be obtained only by excavation.

The presence of a doring or central standing stone gives the structure a
different character, conveying a ritual significance. This can be illustrated
by the doring of Dalha (dGra Iha) at Puse, or by the standing stone with the
offerings of butter referred to on page 52 above. In this last case, however, the
libations and offerings of butter may not only perpetuate a very ancient
tradition but may also reflect a practice which has grown up in recent times
in virtue of the sanctity attributed to structures whose original purpose has
been forgotten. We also know from the chronicles of Tun huang57 that it
was common practice to set up a stone when swearing fidelity to someone or
concluding an agreement. Clearly, therefore, we are faced with problems of
great complexity for which, in the present state of knowledge, no solution
can be offered.
Nor can we exclude the possibility that the stones standing by themselves in
the centre of a circle may be semata - marks indicating the position of a
grave for the purpose of the funeral rites which were periodically performed.
The existence of semata over tombs is attested, for example, in prehistoric
and protohistorical burial places in Swat.
Reference must also be made here to the religious shrines of the Bonpo.
We cannot get any impression of what these were like from modern examples,
which are on the Buddhist model. The ancient Bonpo shrines were not
known as lhakhang (lha k'an), like the Buddhist ones, but as sekhang
(gsas k'an), from gsas, a word of sacred significance to the Bonpo. We do
not know what they were like, but to judge from the remains which have
been discovered, particularly those found at Khyunglung in western Tibet regarded as one of the most sacred places of the Bonpo religion, the supposed
residence of its founder - the temple was apparently circularse.
On the basis of all this evidence it has been suggested that there existed in
Tibet a megalithic proto-culture developed out of Neolithic traditions

which moved along two routes: one leading through the corridor of the
Euro-Asiatic steppe in the Kokonor region into central Tibet and perhaps
extending into Tsang, the other running into Kashmir and Spiti59. The
material available is not yet sufficient to permit any firm concl.usions.
The most reliable archaeological evidence and the best dating material is,
of course, provided by pottery; but in Tibet this evidence, so essential for
establishing even an approximate chronology, is not available, since it has
not yet been possible to carry out any proper scientific excavations. We have
already seen that no positive indications can be drawn from the pottery
found at Leh or discovered by Aufschnaiter.
We are thus left without any reliable information about the ancient pottery
of Tibet. Travellers and scholars have concerned themselves with modern
Tibetan pottery, not with material recovered by excavation. Given the
traditionalism of Tibetan art, it is of course possible that the modern pottery
goes back to ancient models; but Tibet's many contacts with neighbouring
countries and in particular the influence of metal vessels, which frequently
show a blending of Chinese and Indian features, make it impossible to reach
any conclusion60.
As we have seen, the Lepchas believed that they had come down from the
mountains; and they also believed that they would return there by way of an
underground passage61 or mount to the sky by way of a tower. Although
jars have been discovered from which it was thought that such a tower may
have been built up, I have not myself seen any. R. de Nebesky-W0jkowitz6~
had not himself seen any either, but gives a description (without any drawings) on the basis of some types which had come to his notice. He also
records that when the Daramdin plateau was being brought into cultivation
the remains of a stone tower were discovered63. On the pottery he has this
to say:

"For the most part it consists of small sherds, the edges of which show much
rounding and smoothing. The clay, with an admixture of mica, shows colour
variations from reddish brown to blackish grey according to the firing. The
fragments come from vessels of very varying size, including small thinwalled bowls with everted rims and jars of some size with walls several
centimetres thick.. . The great majority of the material has no decoration:
a few pieces have three dark bands running horizontally round the outside
of the mouth, and one fragment has a barely distinguishable incised dogtooth pattern, uncoloured."
A further question, which would merit fuller discussion if better examples
were available, is raised by the rock carvings found in Ladakh, in the Tsang
area in western Tibet, and on the eastern borders of the country. The carvings, produced by pecking with stones on granite boulders, usually represent animals, including particularly ibexes, men on horseback, armed men
fighting and, at a later period, chotens (see below, p. 96)64. Some of them,
particularly in western Tibet, are accompanied by dedicatory inscriptions
which can be dated to the early days of Buddhism in Tibet. Carvings of
this kind are so common in Asia, however, that we cannot draw any valid
conclusions about their origin or about the interplay of influences between
one area and another.

THE HISTORICAL PERIOD

The Royal Tombs
The royal tombs at Yarlung, near Chonggye (aP'yon rgyas), are monuments of particular importance which merit extended discussion; they were
ranked by the Tibetans themselves as an obligatory place of pilgrimage.
With them we enter a well defined historical period, in virtue both of the
reliability of the traditions relating to the tombs and the existence of inscriptions which confirm the dating of at least some of them.

I visited these tombs in 194865 and published the first study of them, which
may be referred to for fuller details. Further studies were published by
H.E. Richardson, who was for several years head of the British mission in
Lhasa, remaining there until 1950.
The largest tomb is that of Songtsengampo (Sron btsan sgam po), known
as the Bangsomarpo (Ban so dmar po), who died in 649. Near this tomb are
tumuli belonging to other kings. Since after the triumph of Buddhism these
tombs were visited by large numbers of pilgrims we have a number of
accounts of them by later writers, but we also have certain older texts which
enable us to deduce how the tombs - or at least some of them - were
built. The mound of Songtsengampo, like others in its immediate vicinity,
stood on a large square base which was probably used for the ritual procession (pradaksina) associated with any sacred building. Alternatively, as
the Chinese chronicles indicate66, it may have been planted with trees.
Plate 44 shows a circular cavity marking the position of the tumulus: this
may be the result of the violation of the royal tombs in the time of Khonsher
(K'on bier), in 866. This confirms what we can deduce from the tradition if not contemporary, at any rate based on ancient sources - that large
quantities of precious objects were buried along with the king. The burial
did not take place immediately after death, but was delayed for a year or

more until the body had been mummified (or perhaps had been allowed to
decompose) in a place set apart for that purpose.
square in
Songtsengampo's tomb contained either nine or five
plan. In the central chamber was placed a silver coffin containing the body,
covered with gilding, and round it were laid various objects which had
belonged to the king, his garments and his treasures. Above some of the
tombs, for example that of Thidesongtsen (K'ri lde srori brtsan, 755-797),
was set a pillar (Plnte 46). This pillar, which is also found above other tombs
(Plate 45), had of course symbolic significance: it represented the axis
mundi, giving visible form to the idea of communication between different
planes (the subterranean, the ethereal and the celestial) and thus expressing
the correspondence between microcosm and macrocosm, the similitude
between the residence of the sovereign (now his tomb) and the universe.
According to mK'yen brtse68, there was in his day a bas-relief carving of
Songtsengampo on his tomb; but when I visited the tomb in 1948 there was
no trace of this.
When proper excavation is undertaken it will no doubt - in spite of the
damage done by tomb robbers - throw light on the interesting problem
of the structure of the tombs, both externally and internally. It would
be important to establish, for example, whether there was a veranda in
front of the tomb, or alternatively a series of rooms for performing the
various ceremonies of the funerary cult which were repeated at regular
intervals after the king's death. The tradition records that a royal minister
(Nanglon, Nan blon) resided permanently near the
We know from ancient rituals discovered in Central Asia that the ceremonies
were elaborate and complex. They included sacrifices of animals and also
human sacrifices70, which would imply the existence of appropriate ritual
structures associated with the tombs. It is likely that, as in the case of the

Siberian tombs excavated by Rudenko, the tomb robbers would take only
objects of value, leaving other things which were of no interest to them but
may nevertheless be of great importance to Tibetan archaeology.
The other tombs are grouped round that of Songtsengampo. Some of
them have inscriptions, like the tomb of Thidesongtsen (K'ri lde srori
brtsan)71 (Plate 46). On the pillar above Thidesongtsen's tomb are carvings
executed by pecking with a stone: a swastika and a crude representation of a
face. These are not, however, contemporary with the tomb but are graffiti
left by pilgrims of a later period.
The practice of erecting tombs and mounds, with or without a pillar, certainly did not originate with Songtsengampo: according to a tradition which
appears to me credible it dates from the reign of Digumtsenpo (Gri gum
brtsan po), when Tibetan religious beliefs underwent considerable changes.
r t'ari), near
Digumtsenpo's tomb is thought to be at Ngarpathang ( ~ a pa
Yarlung72.
It may be noted that tombs had a distinctive name, a secret name which
varied according to the king.
The royal tombs reflect funeral practices which were no doubt followed also
by the nobility. Some noble families, particularly those from which the kings
chose their wives, enjoyed particular importance, frequently corning into
conflict with the royal power. We can be certain that members of these
families had tombs similar to those of the kings; but here again we are confronted with a problem which archaeologists of the future must seek to solve
by identifying other mounds round Yarlung, Lhasa and other centres and
carrying out proper excavations.
63

Apart from the tombs themselves other evidence on the period of the
Tibetan kings is provided by the inscriptions carved on pillars. A special
section of Tibetan archaeology must therefore be devoted to epigraphy.
We already have a number of these inscriptions, for example the one on
Thidesongtsen's tomb; the one at Samye (bSam yas) which I have published,
an edict proclaiming Buddhism as the state religion (Plate 4 3 ) ; and others
at Karchung (sKar c'un) and Tshurphu (mTs'ur p'u). The best known
of these inscriptions is the one on the pillar (rdo rin) in front of the western
gate of the Tsuglagkhang in Lhasa, which commemorates a treaty between
Mu tsung and Thitsukdetsen (K'ri gtsug Ide brtsan) in 821-82273. There are
two other pillars with inscriptions dating from 804 to 812, during the reign of
Thidesongtsen, in the monastery of Zhailhakhang (Zva'i Iha k'an)74; and
there is another, dating from the reign of Thisongdetsen, at Demosa (bDe
mo sa) on the north bank of the Tsangpo75.
In addition to these inscriptions preserved on monuments which have withstood the ravages of time there are others, now lost, which have been faithfully preserved in various literary works. It is quite possible that some of
these may yet come to light again.

Civil and Military Architecture
Tibetan civil and military architecture went through a gradual process of
development after the establishment of the dynasty and the introduction of
Buddhism. According to the ancient Chinese sources the Tibetans led a
pastoral and nomadic life in early times, without any fixed settlements. The
places where they set up their tents were frequently surrounded by protective
walls (rva, ra), the prototype of the chag-ri (Icags ri), the "iron wall",
which provides protection for temples and the large monasteries and was
adopted under the influence of Buddhist cosmography. The same sources
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speak of flat-roofed houses - i.e. dwellings of the same type as present-day
Tibetan houses76 - which sometimes reached a height of several metres.
Nevertheless we know, again on the evidence of the texts, that the nobles also
lived in tents. In winter they sought refuge in their houses, but in summer,
when they followed their subjects (still largely involved in a nomadic way of
life) and their flocks and herds over the plateaux, they camped out in tents.
The kings and the most powerful families - as we can still see from the
ruined towns of Tsaparang and Chang - owned large castles or palaces
(sku mk'ar, or simply mk'ar). According to the traditions of the Bon
religion which preceded Buddhism, each king had his own palace; and when
the king died his successor abandoned the previous royal residence and
built a new one of his own, in the same way as he appointed a new minister
and a chief priest.
Since the royal dynasty originated in Yarlung it is not surprising that
the remains of some of the most ancient and most famous buildings of
Tibet have been found in this area. Among them is Yumbulhakhar ( Yum bu
lha mk'ar), also known as Yum bu gla sgam or Urn bu rdralis mk'ar in the
chronicles of Ladakh (Plate 48), said to have been built by a king (perhaps
not entirely legendary) to whose reign the first appearance of Buddhism
in Tibet is traditionally dated. Like other places hallowed by a long religious
tradition, and perhaps also on account of its site, this castle still exists; and
indeed the present building is said to be the original structure, its slender
tower with its pagoda-type roof (rgya p'ugs) soaring proudly above a range
of lower buildings.
In the course of an expedition to Tibet in 1948 I visited this castle and
carried out a careful survey. All round it are remains which suggest that
there were once a series of much larger buildings on the spur of this rocky
hill. The walls are constructed of rectangular stones, with occasional traces
of earth mortar. The buildings are much later than the date attributed to

them by tradition. They have apparently been rebuilt several times after
destruction by war or the ravages of time, invariably on the same site - perhaps because of the tradition attached to the site, perhaps also because it is
the most suitable place for a watchtower commanding the valley. The method of construction is the same as at Chingpataktse (P'yin pa sTag rtse),
the former capital of the kings of Yarlung, near the present-day town of
Chongye. The remains are extremely imposing, with towers and high walls
protecting the palaces, all constructed of roughly dressed stones and sundried bricks, of the type found all over Central Asia, Afghanistan and Iran,
where the dry climate gives this type of construction the necessary solidity
and permanence.
The towers, designed for defensive purposes, as watch-towers or as signal
stations for use in war, go back to very early times. They are mentioned
in the early Chinese sources77, which tell us that the whole country was
covered with these towers, set at a distance of 10 li (576 metres) apart.
From the time of Songtsengampo, the real founder of Tibetan power,
there was a great flowering of architecture; but unfortunately our only
knowledge of its achievements comes from the literary tradition or from the
few surviving remains. Tradition attributes to this king the building of
a nine-storied palace at Phaongkha (P'a bon k'a)78. Near Samye are
Takmar (aBrag dmar), the birthplace of Thisongdetsen (K'ri sron Ide
brtsan), and Yamalung (gYa' ma Iuli)79; not far away was Zurkhar (Zur
mk'ar or Zun mk'ar) ; and just above the monastery of Samye was Haspo ri.
All these sites, however, are in a state of total ruin. The five chotens80
near Zurkhar built to commemorate the spot where according to tradition
the king met Padmasambhava have clearly been rebuilt at a later date
which cannot be exactly established. The Marpori (dMar po ri), said to
have been built by Songtsengampo, had eleven stories. Ushangdo (U $an
rdo or On can rdo), where there was also a temple, was begun by Thidesong-

tsen (K'ri lde sron brtsan) and completed by Repachen (Ral pa can) ; it had
nine stories. Chinese archaeologists will therefore have to turn their attention to the areas round Yarlung, Samye and Lhasa. For the moment we
must perforce confine ourselves to the limited amount of established information we possess, recognising that we have no plans or surveys nor any
clear idea of the building methods adopted in the different periods.

When we recall the antagonisms between China and Tibet, the frequent
conflicts between the royal family and the aristocracy, the struggles between
powerful families for land and grazing rights, the emergence of various local
overlords and, at a later date, the quarrels between monasteries, it is easy
to see why military architecture developed in Tibet. Its typical expression
was the fortified residence, the castle with towers and other defensive
structures whose remains are found all over the country (Plates 50-52)81,
particularly on the slope of a hill or the summit of a pass, guarding the entrance to a defile or commanding a valley. The towers are round (Plate 53)
or more usually square. They were watch-towers on the borders of the
territory of the most powerful families during the troubled period which
followed the fall of the Tibetan dynasty and lasted until the great abbeys
asserted their supremacy in the 12th and 13th centuries, or defensive towers
belonging to such minor potentates as the Sakyapa, when Tibet came under
the nominal control of the Mongols, and later the Phagrnotupa (P'ng mo
gru pa).

As an example we may take the tower built by Milarepa at the behest
of Marpa - although, as Wylie has shown, later religious tradition piously
concealed the real motives, the practical and territorial reasons, for its construction. The tower (Plate 49), known as the Sekharguthok (Sras mk'ar
dgu t'og)82, went through three successive stages - veranda type, round

tower and semicircular tower - before reaching its final square shape. It is
said to have had nine stories83, like the palace of the kings of Ladakh, which
is however much later, having been built in the time of Sen ge rnam rgyal
(c. 1640-1645). Examples of round towers can be seen in other parts of
Tibet, for example at Penam (spa nanz or snam) (Plate 52).
The country is littered with remains of this kind (Plates 56, 57), which we
shall not be able to assign to particular periods until proper excavations
have been carried out and have yielded dating material. They are all built
in the same fashion, either with rectangular blocks of stone jointed with
earth mortar or with natural boulders closely bonded together (Plate 57).
In later periods the blocks are less carefully squared, but the gaps between
them are filled with fragments struck off during the dressing of the stone
and the solidity of the structure is maintained by the increased thickness of
the walls. Another type of construction is also found, using large blocks of
earth tempered with straw and hardened in the sun; these blocks are sometimes over a metre long and more than 50 cm thick.
Marpa's tower, like the tower at Yumbulhakhar already mentioned, has
a pagoda roof of Chinese type (rgya p'ugs) - an architectural feature
which does not appear to be attested in any surviving structures earlier
than the Sakyapa period.
There are also quite a number of apsidal buildings, including in particular
the lhakhang of Jampel (aJam dpal) at Samye, which has some analogy
with the temple at Sirkap (Taxila), and another at Ka~npadsong(sGam pa
rdson) (Plate 55). The latter is a semicircular structure similar to one of the
finished
earlier phases of Marpa's tower. Castles were naturally less caref~~lly
57)84,
but
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than temples (Plate
these buildings and their imposing size gave an impression of great strength,

particularly when considered in the light of the means of warfare then
available (Plates 56-58).
The building technique which can be very approximately described as
Gandharan appears in a number of chotens found in the Tholing (mT'o
gliri) area and elsewhere in western Tibet. This is characterised by the use of
irregularly shaped blocks, carefully dressed on the outer surface, laid in
regular courses and alternating with rectangular stones of different length
but about the same height; the gaps which are liable to occur in this type of
construction are filled with flat stones and small fragments. This method
remained in use for a long period in the construction of larger buildings; and
even when sun-dried bricks were used for the walls the foundation courses
were almost invariably of stone. In buildings constructed entirely of unbaked
brick (Plate 54) the bricks were laid in courses, fitting closely together.
Sometimes courses of bricks alternated with courses of stone and rubble.
The walls of castles might have triangular loopholes (Plate 50).
Finally mention must be made of the bridges, sometimes constructed
of wood, either of cantilever or suspension type, the latter in particular
being marvels of bold engineering (Plate 59).

Temples
Although they have been frequently altered, destroyed and rebuilt in the
course of centuries, the earliest temples seem to have been of relatively
small size. In general they were very similar to the temples built in the 10th
and 1lth centuries, at the time of the revival of Buddhism. According to a
tradition which is universally accepted by the Tibetans but seems to me of
somewhat questionable authenticity, the two oldest temples are the m u l nang (qP'rul snari), built by the Nepalese wife of Songtsengampo, who died
in 649, and the Ramoche (Ra mo c'e), built by his Chinese wife. The

Thulnang is referred to in the inscriptions recorded by a Tibetan source85
without any founder's name, while the Ramoche is said to have been built
by "the Chinese woman" - whom I believe to have been Princess Chin
Ch'eng, wife of Thisongdetsen's father (755-797?). Whatever the period of
their foundation, however, it is unquestionable that in the course of centuries
both of these temples have undergone restorations which have altered their
original form. The temple of Katse (sKa ts'al) at Maldo (Ma1 gro)86,
also attributed to Songtsengampo's Nepalese wife, is quite small, as are the
temples at Kerua7and Thantuk (K'ra abrug)88; the latter is also attributed to
Songtsengampo but, like the Ramoche, it is very probably to be dated to the
reign of Thisongdetsen, his descendant. But whatever their exact dating all
these temples are certainly among the oldest sacred buildings in Tibet, even
though they may not have come down to us in their original condition.

A recent Chinese publication89 reproduces two panels, one representing an
elephant (one of the "seven jewels" of traditional Buddhist iconography),
the other an episode from the life of Buddha showing the Bodhisattva on
horseback accompanied by a servant carrying an umbrella. The book dates
these precious fragments very broadly to the T'ang period. I myself tried
to take photographs of the panels, but my photographer, a Sikkimese, was
somewhat inexpert and the light was very poor: he did his best with the
help of a number of paraffin lamps, but the result was something less than
perfect. Nevertheless in view of the great importance of the work I reproduce
a detail (Plate 109) showing the Bodhisattva cutting his hair after giving up
his princely way of life. Another scene, not reproduced in this book, shows
the Bodhisattva so deeply absorbed in meditation that two children who are
putting straws into his ears are unable to distract him. The most important
feature of these panels, however, is that they bear an inscription which on
palaeographic grounds can be dated to the 12th century. Unfortunately the
name of the king is illegible - all that can be read is rnahariijzdhircija bhatrci-

raka; but the inscription at least shows beyond doubt that this is a Nepalese
work which has no connection with China.
We know of at least one embellishment to the Jokhang. It was due to the
liberality and piety of a king of western Tibet, Ripumalla, who caused the
iitok (dbu t'og) of the temple - a term applied either to the roof or to an
attic storey - to be rebuilt in gold. Ripumalla lived about the end of the
13th centurygo. We cannot, however, exclude the possibility that in the very
earliest days of Buddhism other Buddhist rulers of neighbouring countries
may have enlarged or even completely rebuilt the temple.
The statue now to be seen in the Tsuglagkhang appears to have nothing in
common with the original, which had previously been in the Ramoche. The
central part of the temple, however, is undoubtedly ancient, although it
shows later additions; and careful examination of the chapels round the main
cella reveals traces of very ancient paintings, largely covered or masked by
later work, some of which can be dated to the time of the fifth Dalai Lama
(1 617-1 682) or Sanghyeghyatsho (Sans rgyas rgya mrs'o), who was elected
regent in 1679. The apsaras depicted on the capitals have nothing Chinese
about them and appear to be related to the artistic schools of the countries
bordering on Kashmir like Swat, Kulu and Chambi - in all of which there
was a long tradition of craftsmanship in wood. This is true also of the wooden
veranda, in which the beams with representations of animal or human heads
clearly belong to the same traditiongl: counterparts can be found, for example, at Iwang92. All this suggests either that the building went through
several successive phases or that craftsmen from different countries and
trained in different artistic traditions were working on it at the same time.
The Chinese publication already referred to contains a photograph93 of
a group of statues representing Songtsengampo and his Nepalese and
Chinese queens which are found also, with slight variations, in the Tsuglagkhang and the Potala. These works do not belong to any clearly defined

artistic schools, and the Tibetans themselves consider them as having been
supernaturally created. In my view, however, one of them clearly shows
striking resemblances to a statue (Plate 69)94 which formerly stood in a temple at Tiak in western Tibet founded by Rinchensangpo: I cannot be sure
whether the temple is still standing, for when I visited it the building was
already in a state of ruin. It seems possible to detect some connection
with certain artistic traditions of Kashmir (Ushkur), a kind of distant
echo of some Gandharan stucco work95. If this were true it would provide
confirmation of the tradition recorded in the literary sources that the
kings of western Tibet were involved in the enlargement or rebuilding of
the temples of Lhasa. This rebuilding may have taken place at an even
earlier period than the reign of Ripumalla, coinciding with a revival of
the Buddhist faith after a period of decadence lasting perhaps a generation.
Another area in which there is much scope for proper scientific investigation
is the region round Lhasa, on both banks of the River Kyichu (sKyid c'u) .
In addition to the mounds which have already been discussed there are two
temples at Karchung (sKar c'un) built respectively by Thisongdetsen and
Repachen, both subsequently destroyed and rebuilt, which would repay
careful examination; and there is a pillar at Karchung with an inscription of
great historical importance dating from the period of the temple's foundation96. Beyond Karchung, also on the left bank of the Kyichu, is Ushangdo
(Uian rdo or On can rdo), with another famous temple founded by Repachen
and restored at a later period. Round the temple are four chotens which do
not look particularly old but may conceal traces of much more ancient
structures; the two pillars (rdo rin) associated with the temple (Plates 66,
67),one outside and the other inside, bear no inscriptions. Near the confluence of the Kyichu and the Tsangpo, at Sinpori (Srin po ri), is another
important temple which is traditionally attributed to a celebrated Indian
teacher named Vibhiiticandra97; nothing remains of the original structure
but a pillar (rdo rin) without inscriptions and a very beautiful stone lamp.

I.

There are of course certain exceptions to the general statements made
above about the temples built during the first and second stages in the
introduction of Buddhism. Two particularly important exceptions are
the temples at Samye (Plate 63) and Tholing (Plate 65). The former was
built by Thisongdetsen when Buddhism was proclaimed the official religion
of Tibet; the decree announcing this was inscribed rather crudely on a
pillar in front of the temple (Plate 43)98. The latter is in western Tibet,
and will be discussed further below.
The temple at Samye - of which we have a very early description, if not
quite contemporary with its construction - is a large complex, several
stories high, with eight buildings aligned on the cardinal points and intermediate points set round the central temple. These eight outer buildings
clearly represent the eight continents (four large and four small) of Buddhist
cosmology which lie round the Jambudvipa on which we live and on which
the Buddha S5kyamuni was born. In other words, the central idea of the
Samye temple is to represent a microcosm which is a projection of the
macrocosm. The intention was to put in place of the old world, dominated
by powers which Buddhism regarded as demoniac, a new world in which a
central place was occupied in religious ceremonies by the Chogyel (C'os
rgyal), the "king according to the Law": nsongdetsen (K'risrori lde btsan),
who had introduced Buddhism into Tibet. At the four comers are four
chotens of different colours, erected by four ministers.
The whole of the area round Samye is thus of great importance for Tibetan
archaeology, although the vicissitudes of time and the effects of a fire have
destroyed much of the original structure.
According to Tibetan tradition many ancient temples were built in imitation of Indian models: Ramoche on the model of VikramaSilB, Samye

and Tholing in imitation of Otantapuri. Even Depung (aBras spuris),
although belonging to a much later period, was believed to be modelled on
the equally famous temple at Dhanyakataka. Our sources also refer to the
simultaneous occurrence of different styles in the same building: we are
told, for example, that in the Samye temple and in the nine-storied palace of
Mulhitsenpo (Mu k'ri brtsan po) near the temple each storey was built by
craftsmen from different countries working in different styles - Tibetan,
Chinese, Khotanese and Indian. Statements of this kind, however, probably
refer to the statues and perhaps to the wall paintings with which each storey
is decoratedg9. Only proper excavation, by clearing the ancient foundations,
will make it possible to establish whether the tradition has any basis in fact.
After the persecution of Buddhists by Langdarma (Glan dar ma), who
died in 842, Tibet went through a very troubled period; but Buddhism
continued to survive on the eastern confines of the country and recovered
ground in western Tibet as a result of the teaching of Rinchensangpo
(Riiz c'en bzan po). In this period numbers of small communities grew
up round a teacher and a modest chapel of the type discussed above. It
appears, however, that the doring now fell out of use: the latest example
known of a doring with inscriptions is the one at Gyellhakhang (rGyal
fhn k'an), which was largely destroyed by Godan's Mongols in 1240;
it was set up by Nanam Dorjewangchuk (sNa nanl rDo rje dban p'yug,
976-1060), whose family, one of the oldest and noblest in Tibet, had frequently contracted matrimonial alliances with the kings. The temple, some
40 km north-west of Lhasa, was visited by H.E. Richardson, who discovered
a pillar of ancient type with an inscription, partly damaged, referring
to the decline of the Law and calling on the faithful to observe in the letter
and the spirit its injunctions, which alone brought salvation100.
We have very few specimens of the temple architecture of this second
period, the rest having been damaged or destroyed during the intestine

conflicts which threw Tibet into turmoil for several centuries. The best
surviving examples are the temples in western Tibet which a credible tradition attributes to Rinchensangpo and his immediate successors, and
which can be compared with the temples already referred to at Iwang,
Samada and Nesar (gNas gsar) in the Tsang region and at Danang, to the
south of the Tsangpolol. In general these temples are small, and rectangular in plan (Plate 64); frequently, but not invariably, there is an atrium
with wooden pillars in front of the temple. Inside, in front of the rear wall,
is the altar, with the image to which the temple is dedicated (gtso bo). The
altar stands clear of the wall so that the visitor can walk round the statue
which stands on it: the ritual required that in doing this he should keep the
statue on his right. Sometimes the temple consists of two parts, one inside the
other, separated by a passage running round the inner chamber in which the
worshipper could perform the prescribed circuit. This type of architecture,
the forerunner of the great monasteries and abbeys of later periods, is found
all over Tibet. The plans followed the general types shown in figures (a),
(b) and (c) on pp. 95-96. The interior was almost always decorated with
paintings, some good examples of which, dating from the period of construction of the temples, have been preserved. The most important of these is
Mangnang (Man nari)l02, from which a translator (lotsiva), not otherwise
identified, took his name.
Accordingly Mangnang is a monument of outstanding importance in
the history of Tibetan artl03. It comprises an upper part, known to the
caravaneers as Khardsong (mK'ar rdson) and Ussukhar (dBus su mk'ar),
"the castle in the middle", and a lower part consisting of fourteen temples
(Iha k'an), mostly in ruins, known as the Monastery of the Lotsiva of
Mangnang. The paintings in these buildings, which are now probably
destroyed or badly damaged - for the condition of the lizckhong when I saw
it was already critical - are of very great interest as being by a number
of painters from Kashmir, no doubt summoned by the lotsiva or by Rin-

chensangpo. We know that several painters were involved, for it is easy
to distinguish a number of different hands. The photographs of the paintings were taken in deplorable conditions, but in view of the importance of
these works I think it worth while to reproduce them, as the only evidence
we possess on a school of art about which we know nothing.
The figure of a sidhu in Plate 114 shows considerable affinities with the
sidhus depicted on terracottas from Harvan in Kashmir; and the monk
with his left hand held in front of him is very similar to a fragment of
a gilded bronze tondo, also of Kashmiri workmanship, from Chang in
western Tibetl04. Some of the paintings, however, show a striking use
of colours and chiaroscuro, giving an impression of volume105 which is
fairly rare in Indian painting.
Of equal quality is the figure of an apsaras, which can stand comparison
with its counterpart at AjantiilOG and is perhaps even superior to it in the
nobility of its forms and the elegance of its lines. The group of divinities
reproduced in Plate 122 is by another hand, no less skilled: the paintings are
notable for a certain deformation of the figures, which are shown in frontal
view.
Another interesting item, also found in western Tibet, is an ivory statue
(Plate 128), which is probably the actual figure mentioned by Rinchensangpo's biographerslo'.
Work such as this provides indisputable evidence of Kashmiri influence in
Tibet in the 10th and 11th centuries; and similar examples from a later
period have been found at Alchi in Ladakh. The wooden figure of a goddess

(Plate 150) from this monastery is also the work of a Kashmiri artist.
Rinchensangpo brought in many artists from Kashmir to work on the building and decoration of the chapels which he founded, and the names of some
of them are recorded in the Tibetan sources, in more or less garbled forml08.
Mangnang is not the only place where we can identify work by these artists.
There is, for example, a statue of Hevajra, made from the wood of the "tree
of illumination" of which the biography speaks100; and of even greater
significance are the temple doors of Tsaparang (Plate 138) and Tholing
(Plate 136)' with various episodes from the life of the Buddha on the side
panels, and two other fragments from Tabo, published by Francke and later
by myself (Plate 129)110, the style of which leaves no doubt about their
Kashmiri origin. Western Tibet had, of course, trading and cultural connections with Kashmir over a long period.

In the Tsang region there are a number of temples which are of interest
for the paintings, statues or fragments of statues they contain; much has
been destroyed by the wars which have ravaged the area, but much still
survives111. The most important of these are the temples at Samada (Plate
74), Iwang and Nesar (gNas gsar). The temple at Samada preserves
an inscription in archaic script referring to its founder, Choloto (C'os blo
gros, Dharmamati), a disciple of Rinchensangpoll2. The inscription tells
us that the statues were the work of an Indian of Brahmin stock (bram re
rigs) named Mati who came from Pan tso ra. He was responsible for the
carving of three statues of tkukdams (t'ugs dam) or protective divinities Chenresik (spyan ras gzigs, AvalokiteSvara, Padmapini), Channadorje
(P'yag na rdo rje, Vajriipani) and Jamyang ( d a m dbyalis, Maiijugho~a).
Although, as the inscription indicates, a number of sculptors of different
origins and language had found their way to Tsang and central Tibet at
this period, it was Mati the master craftsman (sku mk'an) who found
favour in the eyes of Zhonnuo (gZon nu 'od) and was given the commission.

At the time of my f i s t visit only the statue of Padmapiini still remained
(Plate 70), and by the time of my second journey it had been removedll3.
The difficulty of identifying the place of origin of the sculptor and the
rather unusual style of the statue make it impossible to assign this work
with confidence to any particular school. In my view any connection with
Bengal or Nepal can be excluded; but if Panjora or Pancora corresponds
to the present-day Bajaurii a connection with the Kulu school seems plausiblell4.
It is easier to find affinities for the large chotenll5, a magnificent example of
Kashrniri architecture extending its influence to neighbouring countrieslls.
In the Iwang temple we are left only with the paintings, which we know
from the accompanying inscriptions were executed in two different styles
(lugs), one Indian (rgya lugs) and the other Khotanese (li lugs) ; and this
statement is supported by a study of the paintings themselves.
The temples at Nesar, in the Tsang region, and Danang, south of the
Tsangpol17, are also of interest. Although of larger size than those discussed
so far, they are built on the same plan. Both temples are well preserved and
do not appear to have been restored: as we see them today they may date
from the 1 lth or 12th century. In place of the wall paintings with which
the Danang temple may originally have been decorated - although on the
most careful examination I was unable to detect any traces - the figure of
the Buddha on the rear wall is now flanked by figures, some 3 metres high,
of the eight Bodhisattvas who form his retinue, wearing long cloaks copied
from Sassanid fabricslls.
As regards the method of construction of these temples, what has been
said above about civil and military architecture is equally applicable.

It should be noted also that as the great monastic communities increased in
importance and consolidated their political hegemony the monasteries grew
larger, developing into veritable towns centred on the principal building
in which the monks came together for their daily assemblies and the great
religious festivals. New buildings were added - seminaries, colleges,
residences for the abbots, new temples dedicated by the faithful or by the
leaders of the monastery, who enjoyed great prestige and considerable
resources, to various particular divinities. One of the oldest and most
interesting examples of this development is the monastery of Sakya (1 lth13th centuries) (Plate 711, which exerted considerable political power
and was exposed to influences from both Nepal and China. The great
popularity of the pagoda-type roof or series of superimposed roofs - a
feature of Chinese origin - undoubtedly began at this period, and it was
only in the villages that the lhakhangs preserved their ancient character
and their modest size.
TYPES

TEMPLE

Figure ( a )
A. Principal divinity

B. Door

Figure ( b )
A. Divinity in cella
B. Entrance
C . Passage for ritual circuit
D. Door of cella

Figure (c)

A. Veranda with doors and pillars
B. Principal statue
C. Cella
D. Entrance to temple

There may also be a veranda in front of the temple of type (b). The walls
are decorated with paintings, or alternatively with statues of standing or
seated figures; in the latter case the statues are set on altars.

Chotens
One feature of Tibetan architecture which calls for particular discussion is
the choten (mc'od rten), corresponding to the Indian stiipa. The choten,
which may vary in size according to circumstances, is a building of symbolic
significance, a psycho-cosmogram like the mandalallg, the body of the Law.
It also has a functional r81e, since it may house the relics of saints - usually
the ashes, but sometimes the whole body - or the remains of lamas who
have enjoyed particular reputation during their life, or books or sacred
objects which are no longer required for use but cannot be thrown away on
account of the sacred character of the ceremonies in which they had been
used.
The architecture of these stiipas is very variable. None of those I have
seen in Tibet resembles the ancient stiipas - with a base, a dome and either

three or five "umbrellas" set at varying distances on the axis of the structure
- like those at Bharhut and Sanchi, or even at Bodhniith in Nepal.
Just as in the course of centuries Buddhism had gradually transformed
its dogmatic structures, developing from the Lesser Vehicle to the Great
Vehicle and then to the Tantric Vehicle which predominated in Tibet, so
the form of the stiipa evolved. Its evolution took place, however, within the
framework of certain accepted patterns which remained relatively stable, the
standard of workmanship varying according to the skill of the builders.
The typology of the choten covers a wide range. In theory, following literary
traditions brought into Tibet from India, there are eight types, but no more
than two or three are at all common120. The first of these is the changchupchoten (byari c'ub mc'od rten), the "choten of the Illumination". It has a
square base with one or more steps round the foot; above this is a round
drum, the bum pa or "pot"; above this again are either seven or thirteen
"umbrellas", mounted on a central axis which traverses each of them; and at
the top of the whole structure is a metal ring, usually gilded, supporting a
crescent and circle which respectively represent the moon and the sun. The
name for this last feature is zla iii ("moon and sun") (Plate 75). Structures
of this kind gave expression to profound religious and mystical conceptions, varying according to the different schools. A second type of choten,
equally common, is the lhapap (/ha babs), the "descent from heaven",
modelled on a building said to have been erected at SSmkSSya in India,
on the very spot where Buddha descended from the heaven of Tusita,
after visiting it to preach the Law to his mother, who had ascended thither
after her death. The characteristic feature of this type of choten is that on
all four sides, or sometimes only on one, there are steps (the number may
vary) enabling the visitor to climb up to the higher level on which the "pot"
or "egg" (Sanskrit a!rda) is set and to walk round the choten. In Tibet,
however, the passage round the upper level is so narrow that it loses its

functional r61e. This type was also imported from India and reflects very
ancient traditions. The third of the commonest types of choten is the sgo
man, the "choten with many doors", the most monumental form: in view of
its importance this type is more fully discussed below.
Innumerable variants of these three types and of the other traditional
models are found in Tibet, for apart from those at the great monasteries
many chotens were built by nameless local craftsmen; and although the
builders worked under the direction of lamas - themselves admittedly not
always either expert or learned - they achieved only very approximate
imitations of the classical models (Plate 76). The chotens are almost invariably built of squared stones, sometimes in a style recalling the Gandharan
building technique (Plate 86), or of sun-dried brick with a plaster facing;
the facing was frequently renewed, since this was regarded as a meritorious
act. Since there is usually no dedicatory inscription it is not easy to establish
the date of a choten; but it may be possible to deduce its age from the
ts'a ts'as121it contains. These are kept inside the "egg" or "pot", or on top of
the base; they can sometimes be seen or handled, since there is a small
window (sgo) in the "egg" or in the base itself. The custom of depositing
ts'a ts'us in a choten is derived from the Indian practice of having in some
stiipas chests made of stone slabs, suitably protected and concealed from
sight, inside which were reliquaries containing the remains of lamas who
had died in the odour of sanctity, together with coins, necklaces and jewellery: material which offers a useful means of establishing at least the approximate date of the building.
The chotens must be regarded as temples; and it may be appropriate at
this point to consider the various possible types of ten (rterz), "receptacle"
or "container". These are the ten of the spirit, thukten (t'ugs rterz) although "spirit" is a very imperfect translation of the Tibetan t'ugs ( = sems
= Sanskrit citta), the ultimate spiritual essence, the void filled with light

which is peculiar to the Buddha122;the ten of the body, kuren (sku rten),
that is, any representation of the Buddha, a Bodhisattva or a great lama; and
the ten of the Word, sungten (gsun rten), meaning anything that is written,
the words of Buddha, a book.
The choten is thus fundamentally a thukten: it is a building designed to
symbolise the ultimate essence of the Buddha and of any other created
being who by virtue of asceticism has realised the "body of the Buddha".
But just as the temple contains statues and books and encloses a separate
world of its own, a temenos which represents a sacred area or, like the
mandalal23, is outwith the non-consecrated world and defended by protective
forces - the chokyongs (c'os skyon), "protectors of the Law", on the
veranda of a temple which set it apart from all that is profane - so the
choten with its eight different types represents the various stages in the life
of the Buddha or a series of different spiritual situations. Above all, however,
the choten represents the Law which was revealed by the Buddha, as proclaimed by Dinniiga in a celebrated verse, declaring the equivalence of
reality, of truth, of the Master's word: it is the dharmaiarira, the "Body of
the Law". Buddhism has many formulae which are regarded as containing a
synthesis of the Buddha's teaching, and perhaps the most striking of these is
a single verse of the Prajfiiipiirarniti: ye dharmd hetuprabhavi hetum te~em,
Tathagatah hy avadat tesam ca yo nirodha evam vddi mahiiramanah ("Of all
things that have an origin, of all of them, the Tathggata, who speaks according to truth, has explained the origin and the end").
To built a stiipa, therefore, was to build the body of the Buddha, which
was identified with his doctrine; and the better to attain this objective it was
the practice, as we have already noted, to deposit in the foundations of a
stiipa the clay tablets known as ts'a ts'as on which were stamped such formulae (dharani) as the one just quoted.

Formulae of this kind, brief statements for mnemonic purposes of sacred
texts or invocations, represented a form ofprdnnpratijthd, a ceremony which
served to convey "life" to a temple, giving it the sacral character which
distinguished it from other buildings. In addition it was possible, particularly
in western Tibet, to use the window provided for this purpose to deposit in
the choten other ts'a ts'as - sacred objects, books no longer required for use,
damaged paintings or anything else which still possessed a sacred significance.
In a later period the building of chotens continued in Tibet for still other
purposes. They might be used, for example, for keeping collections of
sacred writings - as in the case of the stiipa at Gilgit, which provided
Sir Aurel Stein, who was present at its demolition, with a rich harvest
of manuscripts. In such cases the choten was also the receptacle of the Word,
the Law as expressed in the Buddha's revelation: thus the monastery of
Sakya, according to a tradition still current which is recorded in the pilgrims' Guide, contains a manuscript collection of the books revealed by the
Buddha (bKa' agyur) in the Uyghur language. Chotens also began to be built
on the death of a lama who was considered to be particularly holy, the lama's
ashes being mixed with earth and used to make ts'a ts'as which were then
deposited in the choten: a practice which is still found. In some cases chotens
were brought from distant places: for example the gilded bronze choten in the
' grwa ts'an), of which I shall have more
temple at Ngarifatsang ( m ~ a ris
to say later, or those illustrated in Plate 88, in a style characteristic of the
earliest periods and particularly of the Kadampa (bKa' gdams pa) schools
which seem to point to Central Asian or Chinese rather than Indian influences.
The ts'a ts'as (a word of Prakrit origin) which are so closely associated with
the chotens are of several different kinds. The commonest are those bearing
the various sacred formulae which have been referred to above; others are in
the form of a stfipa with the verse from the Prajiidpdramitd written round it,

or may represent a stiipa, without inscription, with a conical upper part and
a large circular base; and ts'a ts'as are also very commonly found representing one or more (usually three) stiipas or various divinities, particularly
LokeSvara, Padmapgni, MaiijuSri and TZrii.
We need not consider here the ts'a ts'as bearing formulae written in Tibetan,
derived from earlier types in Sanskrit characters which were used as a model
in Tibet. The many examples of ts'a ts'as in my own collection come mainly
from chotens in western Tibet and Tsang.
It is surprising to note that in Swat, where the Italian archaeological mission
has been excavating for some years in a large Buddhist sanctuary, no ts'a
ts'as have been recovered, although they have been found in Afghanistan and
Kashmir. On the eastern side of the Indo-Pakistan peninsula they extend into
Burma and Thailand. Almost all the ts'a ts'as illustrated in this book bear
the formula from the Prajticipiramitci or some other dhcinani written in
the scripts of north-westem India or the Ganges valley. Occasionally
the inscriptions on the Tibetan ts'a ts'as show mistakes in orthography
suggesting that the stamps were the work of the first neophytes, poorly
versed in Sanskrit. We have very considerable numbers of ts'a ts'as with
patterns or inscriptions stamped on them, the predominant design being the
stiipa - either the stiipa of the "descent from heaven", which is the commonest (Plates 84, 89, 90, 93, 94), the "stiipa of many doors" (Plates 91, 93, 96,
97) or the "stiipa of Illumination". There are innumerable variants of
these types : single stiipas or groups of three or more, surmounted by standards
waving in the breeze. These clearly refer to particular places of pilgrimage.
One appears to represent a group of stiipas seen from above (Plate 95). It
is interesting to compare Plate 89 with the stiipa at Tholing (Plate 84), in
which tradition has it that the remains of the great translator are preserved.
Of the divinities of the Mahciycina the one most frequently represented is
LokeSvara or Padmapiini, depicted in the lalitisana posture (Plates 103,

104). The figures are the same as those frequently represented in the rock
carvings of Swat, but on ts'a ts'as of this kind they are found as far afield as
Burma, with some very refined examples in Benga1124. The smooth modelling
of the specimens discovered in western Tibet may point to influences from
the neighbouring countries, but it is difficult to be sure of this in view of the
popularity and wide diffusion of the iconographic type.
Other examples showing the Buddha between two Bodhisattvas wearing
a diadem, crudely executed works which were no doubt produced by local
craftsmen (Plate 108), belong to a school influenced by Kashrniri tradition.
There are also representations of purely Tantric divinitiesl25. The form of
the script makes it possible to date these ts'a ts'as to the period between the
10th and 13th centuries. Thereafter the Sanskrit formulae gradually disappear, to be replaced by other formulae in Tibetan (om mani padme hdm,
etc.) ; or in some cases there is no inscription of any kind.
Understandably, as the expansion of Buddhism proceeded, as more and
more Buddhist pilgrims travelled to India, or when the exodus of Buddhist
fugitives from India to Tibet began, the Tibetan communities must have
needed larger numbers of stamps for ts'a ts'as; but since I have found in
some chotens examples of various types of ts'a ts'as, one or two of which
were certainly Indian, we may suppose that some ts'a ts'as bought by
pilgrims in Indian monasteries were brought into Tibet by their pious
owners and deposited in the choten nearest to the pilgrim's temple or
village. In any event great significance must be attached to these ts'a ts'as,
not only because they inaugurated a practice which still survives in Tibet
but also because they introduced the Tibetans to iconographic types and
models of varied artistic inspiratiori which blended with other influences,
shortly to be discussed, to produce the characteristic achievement of Tibetan art. Thus by continuing and extending the study which I published in
1932 - in which I examined some of the ts'a ts'as then available, a very

much smaller number than we now have at our disposal - it will become
possible to establish, at any rate approximately, what contacts Tibet, and
particularly western Tibet and Tsang, had with India and the adjoining
countries, including Gilgit and Afghanistan, during the period of the
Buddhist revival in Tibet.
Among the most important chotens - if we may disregard for the moment
the later period - are those founded by the lotsdva of Thophu (K'ro p'u),
who invited the famous Kasl~miripandit S2kyairi to Tibet in the 13th
century: for example a choten in the defile between Jonang (Jo nun) and
Shigatse, near a temple in which he had dedicated a statue of Maitreya in
1212. When I visited this building in 1938 it was in a fairly good state of
preservation but the paintings in the chapels were badly damaged. Another
interesting example is the chotelz at Gyang (rGyan) (Plates 78, 7 9 ) , near
Lhatse (Lha rtse), which was built with the help of Thangton fT'ari ston) by
the Sakyapa Sonamtashi (bSod nams bkra Sis, 1352-1417); the paintings
show a distinct Nepalese influence and some reminiscences of Central
Asian art, although the work was done almost entirely by Tibetan artists.
The clzoten at Jonang was built by Sherapgyelthsenpelsangpo (Ses rub
rgyal mts'nn dpal bzari po), who died in 1360, but was restored in the time
of Tgran2tha (born 1575). The one at Narthang (sNar t'ari) (Plate 83) was
built by Nyanlaksangpopel (s#an grags bzari po dpal); the one at Gyantse
(Plate 80), the largest in Tibet, by the Chijgyel (C'os rgyal) Raptenkun~ ap'agspa, born 1389) in the year 1427; the
sangphakpa (Rub brtan K L Ibzan
one at Champaling (Byams pa glin) (Plate 81) by Thumi Lhuntuptashi
(T'u mi Lhun grub bkra Sis) in 1472.
The "chotens of many doors" (sgo man) are of particular interest, not only
because they are outstanding examples of Tibetan sacred architecture but
also because the decoration of their chapels affords valuable evidence on

the evolution of Tibetan painting under a variety of artistic influences and
on the gradual formation of a uniform style which eventually established its
predominance throughout the whole country. The name of this type comes
from the fact that it comprised a number of inter-communicating chapels on
different levels which allowed the pilgrim to ascend gradually to the cella
at the top of the whole structure with its figures of the most secret esoteric
divinities. The chapels are successively smaller from storey to storey, and
their walls are literally covered with paintings representing the various
divinities or, most commonly, symbols of esoteric doctrines or pictorial
diagrams from the sacred books. The paintings were the work of artists
of different schools, which in due time were to play their part in forming
the traditional Tibetan style of painting126.
It is not uncommon to find, near places of particular sanctity, rows of
chotens built of earth or sun-dried brick; and in such cases it was laid down
in certain sacred texts that they should number 108 (Plate 82). The practice
of erecting rows of 108 chotens is fairly common in western Tibet but rarer in
other parts of the country; no doubt it dates from the early days of the revival
of Buddhism.
Other chotens have an opening right through the base, forming a kind of
archway over a road or track, so that wayfarers can pass through underneath. The passage, with its substantial side walls, thus serves as a support
for the choten proper. In such cases the ceiling is decorated with paintings of
the most popular divinities of the Buddhist pantheon.
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THE GENESIS OF TIBETAN ART

The Injuence of Neighbouring Countries
Before achieving a style distinctively their own - as they did when they
tired of imitating foreign models and their own aesthetic sense, formed by
many years of experience, began to find expression - the Tibetans followed
the trends which contacts with neighbouring countries had introduced.
These influences were exerted in two different ways: either through the
presence in Tibet of artists from these other countries (as a result of the
attraction which Tibetan Buddhism exerted on Buddhist centres in other
countries or of particular historical circumstances - the hostility to Buddhism shown in these countries) or in consequence of the pilgrimages to sacred places in neighbouring countries which were undertaken with increasing frequency by Tibetans.
We have already noted in a previous chapter that at least some of the most
important temples in Tibet built between the dynastic period and the revival
of Buddhism in the 10th and 1Ith centuries showed the influence of foreign
artistic trends or contained works of art belonging to schools which were
manifestly not Tibetanl27. The Tibetans themselves recognise that their art,
whether painting or sculpture, originally depended on foreign models or
derived from them, and are very ready to admit that among the most
valuable treasures in their temples are numerous works by foreign artists.
The written Guides to the monasteries, as we have seen, draw particular
attention to these works, hallowed as they are by ancient traditions which
in most cases have some foundation in historical fact. But although the
Tibetan authorities on Indian or Central Asian or Chinese art describe these
particular works they are not, of course, sufficiently knowledgeable to recognise other works of equal or greater importance. Thus if we consider only
the Guide of mK'yen brtsel28 we learn that a statue of Gonpo (mGon po)
was brought to Sakya by the lotsava of Nyen (gfian)129; but the same
monastery has as one of its most precious possessions a conch with a lid

of wrought silver, said to have been a present from an Indian king to a
Chinese ruler and later given by Khubilai to the monastery of Sakya, the
abbots of which, from Phakpa (aP'ags pa) onwards, had become his
teachersl30. Similarly the representation of Dolma (sGrol ma) in the Dolmalhakhang (sGrol ma lha k'an) in the same monastery is said to have been
found in some unknown spot and presented to the monastery by the
lotsava of Ba ri. The Maiijuiri known as Ziobarva (gZi 'od abar ba) which is
also worshipped in Sakya monastery is of Kashmiri origin and is said to have
been a gift from Sakyapenchen (Sa skya Pan c'en)l31. We shall have more
to say about this later.
The statue of Maitreya at Gadong (dGa' sdori) is also of Indian originl32,
having been brought from eastern India by Tshulthimchungne (Ts'ul
k'rims abyuri gnas). The principal statue at Zhalu ( i a lu), representing
Khasarpana, was brought to the monastery by Sherapchungne (Ser rab
abyuri gnas), who had obtained it at BodhgayB.
At Samye pilgrims are shown a statue belonging to Padmavajral33. The
gilded bronze statue of Avalokiteivara in the Potala is believed to have been
brought from Nepal by Akaramati. Lhasa, as we have already seen 134, was
famous for two different statues from China or India: the Jobo Mikyodorje
(Mi bslcyod rdo rje), Aksobhyavajra, presented by the Nepalese wife of
Songtsengampo, is believed to be work of Viivakarman, the artist of the
gods, and the statue of Dolma (Dar len ma) now in the Thulnang is said
to have been a gift from the same queen, like the Maitreya Chokorma
(C'os kor ma). The statue of Avalokiteivara with eleven heads enjoys the
epithet rangchung (ran byuri), "self-created", since legend has it that it was
commissioned from a Nepalese artist who later confessed that it was not
the work of his hands but had arisen spontaneously in front of him. According to Put0nl3~,however, it was an import into Tibet from Nepal.

Confirmation of these facts is provided by certain Tibetan writers who,
basing themselves on Indian traditions, refer to various foreign influences
and indeed mention the names of the leaders of particular artistic schools in
the peninsula from which certain Tibetan artistic trends were derived, as
well as by the authors of treatises who, while chiefly concerned with the
various methods of casting and modelling statues, give some brief preliminary indications about the predominant styles in Tibet and the origin of
these styles. These statements by Tibetan writers do not rest only on the
observation of works of art still to be seen in temples: they are also based,
as we have noted, on an Indian source recorded by the famous polygraph
Tiiraniithal36 and one of his successors, Sumpakhenpo (Sum pa mk'an
po)13', who used the same source.
The prototypes and the first masters of Tibetan art would thus go back to
the school of Dhimiin and his son Bitpala (Vidyipa'la ?) who lived in the
time of Devapiila and Dharmapiila (8th-9th century) and are believed to have
worked at Niilandii. Dhimiin's influence is said to have made itself felt in
eastern India (i.e. Bengal) and his son's in central India, extending from
there into the western provinces and Nepal. Sumpakhenpo add's the very
important piece of information that there were also a number of other
flourishing artistic schools: one in Kashmir, centred on Hasariija, and another in southern India to which the leading artists of the area - Jaya,
Vijaya and Parojaya - were at least indirectly attached. This evidence is
important because, as we shall see, there are paintings at Phiintshokling
which show analogies with the art of southern India.
This source speaks of zobas (bro ba), artists or craftsmen who were masters
of the two branches of art in question: the casting of statues and "drawing"
(flza bris, ri mo), i.e. painting. It is clear at any rate that the schools of
which they were the leading exponents were represented in Tibet, whether
this was the result of direct contact or of transmission through Kashmiri or

Nepalese intermediaries. To this must be added the Hindu ShHhi influence
which can readily be detected in a number of statues I have seen in Tibetan
monasteries and certain earlier influences from Nepal or Chinese Central
Asia (Khotan) which are referred to, for example, in the Khatangdenga
(bKa' t'an sde lna) .
The information recorded in an early Tibetan chroni~lel3~,
even allowing
for later alterations, is of particular importance. According to this source,
artists were invited to Tibet from China, Khotan, Nepal and Kashmir in
the reign of King Thitsukdetsen (K'ri gtsug lde brtsan) ;and we are told that
the king particularly admired the work of an artist from Khotan, known as
the "king of the style of Khotan", who worked in Tibet along with his three
sons and stone-carvers from Nepal. The chronicles of the fifth Dalai Lama
also refer to the presence of artists from these countriesl39; and there is
further evidence of Khotanese and Indian influence in the Iwang inscriptions
already discussedl40.
Before the ravages of war from which so many monasteries suffered during
the intestine struggles which rent Tibet for several centuries and the fires
which wrought havoc in many places works of this kind must have been
much more numerous than they are today. Another factor which has caused
the loss of many paintings is the Tibetans' zeal for restoration, which takes
a rather different form from restoration as normally conceived in the West:
when the frescoes on the walls of temples began to show signs of dilapidation
the practice was to erase them completely and paint new ones in their place.
It is established, therefore, both by the evidence of the written sources and
by the traditions which still survive in the monasteries, that the birth of
Tibetan art is to be attributed to foreign influences and models. Four main
sources can be identified - Nepal, China, Central Asia and India. In India
anumber of sub-groups can be distinguished - central India, eastern India,

southern India, western India, and of course Nepal. In China the sources
talk of an older style and a modern style. The school of sculpture which
came into fashion in the time of the Chogyels (C'os rgyal) - the kings is divided by the same sources into an early, an intermediate and a late
period; and they mention also the artistic trends brought in by the Uyghursl41. The schools of western India showed close affinities with those of
Kashrnir, while, according to a celebrated Tibetan polygraph, Pemakarpo
(Pad mu dkar po), the schools of the dynastic period showed influences
from Li (Khotan) 142.

Foreign Works and Local Imitations
Apart from the distinction of styles, which is necessarily vague and often
arbitrary, the authors who have concerned themselves with this subject also
take account of the different materials used and the quality of workmanship. The views they have expressed are confirmed by the large number of
non-Tibetan paintings and pieces of sculpture to be seen in Tibetan monasteries and by the evident imitation of foreign models, bearing witness to the
variety of artistic trends which existed side by side in Tibet. This evidence
demonstrates the validity of the suggestion already made that certain works
were imported or reflected the arrival in Tibet of foreign painters who
attracted large numbers of pupils and taught them to paint, to cast statues or
to carve wood. The memory of some of these schools still survives in western
Tibet: for example Luk, now a mere village of a few mean houses, was
regarded as one of the country's leading artistic centres.
Plate 155 shows a statue found at Luk, formerly in the small local temple and traditionally attributed to an artist who once lived here. In a
later period Tanak (rTa nag) became one of the leading centres, while
eastern Tibet remained under Chinese influence.

It is unnecessary to repeat here what has already been said in our discussion
of the temples, but it may be worth recalling that very little evidence survives from the early period, the time of the kings - at any rate from the
reign of Thisongdetsen onwards. The bells to be seen at Samye, Thantuk
(K'ra abrug) and Yerpa follow Chinese models and may have been made
by Chinese craftsmen living in Tibet, for the inscriptions are in Tibetan.
In the monastery of Ngaritatsang is a choten which certainly dates from the
T'ang period (Plate 87) and may have been imported from Central Asia143.
Also from Central Asia is a thangka (painting on cloth) showing a number
of Bodhisattvas, each with his name written in Chinese characters; unfortunately my photograph of this item is so poor as to be unsuitable for reproduction.
For the reasons already indicated, it is difficult to make any confident
statement about the Jokhang in Lhasa. Only the most skilful restoration
will reveal whether any part of this temple dates back to the time of the
kings. The pillars round the atrium appear to me to be much later than the
period of foundation, and suggest a comparison with the corresponding
features at Samada (Plate 126). The older parts of the temple must be dated
to its rebuilding at the time of the reintroduction of Buddhism.
With the re-establishment of Buddhism our material begins to be abundant.
I have already mentioned the wall paintings at Mangnang (Mali nari) in
western Tibet, which establish beyond all doubt the presence of Kashmiri
painters in this area. There are also frescoes at Tholing and Tsaparang
depicting various episodes in the life of the Buddha; Plate 104 shows one
of these, the Buddha taking his first steps. But painters were not the only
artists now practising in Tibet. Rinchensangpo also brought in sculptors and
perhaps casters of statues - although many statues were probably imported
from outside the country. According to one of his biographers, Rinchensangpo commissioned a bronze statue of his father from a Kashmiri artist

named Bhitaka (Bi ta ka ?). This information is important from two points
of view: first because it confirms once again the part played by Kashmir in the
formation of Tibetan art, and also because it points to a funerary custom
practised by the Mongols but attested in Tibet only by the royal tombsl44.
The flow of foreign works into Tibet must have grown as the iduence of
Islam spread and the Buddhist communities in Afghanistan and Central
Asia were eliminated, their surviving members being driven to seek refuge
elsewhere.

I have already referred to the fragments of wood from the doorways of the
temples at Tabo, Tsaparang and Alchi (Plates 129, 136): their connection
with the art of Kashmir is not in doubtl45.
Similarly there is no uncertainty about the attribution to Kashmiri sculptors
of the doorway at Tsaparang (Plates 133,138), with panels depicting various
episodes from the life of the Buddha. Among other works with the same
origin are some sculpture in wood from Alchi (Plates 134,135, 139, 150) and
a statue in wood from Luk (Plate 144), a site to which we have frequently
had occasion to refer. Kashrniri artists were also responsible for the doorway of the small temple at Lhatse dedicated to the Kashmiri teacher Gaysdhara (Plate 137). These last works are of particular interest for their use of
a motif commonly found in Indian sculpture, the two river goddesses who
symbolise the Yamung and the Gangs. Also of Kashmiri origin is a fragment of a gilded bronze nimbus from Chang with the figure of a monk
holding a jar for almsl46. At Kojarngth, near the frontier of Nepal, there are
some magnificent pieces of sculpture in wood14'; the principal statue, which
draws a continual flow of pilgrims (and which I was able to photograph
only after I had succeeded, with great difficulty, in securing the removal of
the cloth which covered it) is Indian work, probably from Nslandi148. The
statue of Vajrapsni at Tholing (Plate 127) is from Kashmir. At the monas-

tery of Iwang, where the adoption of two different styles, the Indian and the
Khotanesel49, is attested by inscriptions, the standing figures of Bodhisattvas with the ends of their cloaks turned outwards are very similar to their
counterparts in the temples of Central Asia. Another distinctive feature in
these figures is the nimbus, which rises to a point above the head: a type
found at Kulu and Bajaur9150 and elsewhere throughout the Himalayan
provinces, for example in Chambi and Spiti (Plate 142), where there
were artistic schools of great interest and originality. In the temples at
Iwang and Samada, on the other hand, the form of the nimbuses, often with
a curving lower part, the rhythmic pattern of folds in the bell-shaped cloaks
and the pictorial effects confirm the evidence of the inscriptions and suggest
either contacts with Central Asia or some influence transmitted from that
regionl5l.

Still more significant in this respect is another chapel in which the standing
figures of Bodhisattvas are richly clad in long draperies decorated with
relief medallions containing lions, birds and floral motifs which show clear
Sassanid influencel52. This is not an isolated example, for similar garments,
also clearly of Sassanid origin, are found at Nesar and in chapels at Chasa
(Bya sa) and I?anang (Plates 162, 163), to the south of the Tsangpo.
This indicates that the fashion for Sassanid dress, or for garments modelled
on Sassanid types, had a long life in Tibet: it may well have been adopted in
the first place by the nobles and then transferred to the figures of Bodhisattvas, commonly called rgyal sras or "kings' sons"153. We do not know
exactly when these temples were built, but if Iwang corresponds to Yemar
(gYe dmar) in the Myan c'uri (a manuscript chronicle of Gyantse) its presumed founder was Lharjechochang (Lha rje c'os byan), an earlier incarnai , arrived in Tibet in 1204. This would put Lharjechotion of ~ i i k y a ~ rwho
chang's arrival earlier than that date, but it is not possible to be any more
definite than that.
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To these examples, which give firm if indirect evidence of Sassanid intluence,
we must add the silver (or silver-plated) cup published by Snellgrove and
Ri~hardsonl5~,
which shows a series of figures alternating with highly
stylised leafless trees, in a manner suggesting Hellenistic influence, while the
base, decorated with waves and fishes, follows Chinese traditions which
can, however, also be seen on other Sassanid cups.
To illustrate the extraordinary number of Indian statues in Tibet we may
consider, for example, the Sakyapa temple of Zhithok (bpi t'og), which
has hundreds of such statues set out on long shelves or ledges in the veranda
at the top of the temple. Not all of these are Buddhist - they include a
Jain statue of the 13th or 14th century (Plates 157, 158)155. In total they
constitute the largest collection known to me of Indian statues in the Hindu
Shihi, Kashmiri, Pila and Sena styles (Plates 145, 147, 151-153). Some of
them are certainly imports from Nilandti, Kurkihar and Bengal (Plate
166).
In addition to statues - either works in bronze or of the type known as
a,rtadha'tu, made of eight different metals, which were regarded as particularly precious - the pilgrims brought with them the paintings known
as patas in Sanskrit and thangkas (t'ari ka) in Tibetan. Although these
are now hung in temples their name indicates that they were rolled up and
carried by travellers - as they still are today - to provide protection
from evil spirits, or were used by minstrels to illustrate the episodes they
were describing. In the absence of the originals on which they were modelled
it is difficult to be sure which were the predominant styles; but on geographical grounds and on the basis of comparison with the works of sculpture
which have come down to us it is possible to say that the Kashrniri style at
first predominated in western Tibet, to be followed later by the Nepalese
style.

The Kashmiri and Nepalese Styles
Departing from the view I expressed in an earlier workl66, I am now inclined
to believe that the nimbus of a statue venerated at Narthang is of Kashmiri
origin and not derived from a Bengali model (Plate 140). This represents,
with a dignity of execution which has rarely been equalled, a series of
episodes from the life of the Buddha, surrounded by scrollwork. It is remarkable for the delicacy of its workmanship, which is much superior to that
of the doorways at Tholing and Tsaparang. It is part of the nimbus illustrated in Lin I-ssu's Hsi-ts'ang fu chiao i shu157, which dates it to the year
1093 (Sung period). I do not know what evidence there is for this dating,
since I was unable to see any inscription when I visited Narthang. The
connection with Kashmir, however, is demonstrated by the style of the
work and also by comparison with a statue, perhaps dating from an earlier
period (Plate 172), which is reproduced by Pall58 - although it is difficult
to establish any exact relationship between a statue and a nimbus, since the
former may have been adapted to the latter in a later period. In the same
monastery is a statue of uncertain origin which is reproduced in Plate 176;
nor am I able to identify the origin of the other statue illustrated in Plate 161,
which is certainly not Tibetan. With these works must also be associated
the nimbus in the monastery of Nanying (gNcls rriin) illustrated in Plate
141159.
The two statuettes of Tgrii at Nyethang, said to have been brought from
India by AtiSa (Plate 175), are certainly not Nepalese but must have been
produced in Tibet at a much later period.
Probably also of Kashmiri origin is the silver mounting of a shell in the
monastery of Pokhang (sPos k'an), which was founded by a disciple of the
i)
165). At Samye only
Khache Penchen (K'a c'e Pan c'en, ~ i i k ~ a i r (Plate
a few examples of Indian work have survived, the others having perished in

the ravages of destruction and fire: mention should, however, be made of
a bronze statue, to be compared with the figures of T l r i , which come
from Tripura (Plate 147)18O. Some of these statues are of gilded bronze,
but most of them are in a very dark bronze such as is found in Bengal and
Gangetic India, also during the Plla and Sena periods; others are in the
alloy of eight metals (astadha'tu) which was regarded in India as particularly preciousl6l.

A work of particular interest is the f i g ~ r eof Padmapiini from Pokhang
(sPos k'an) which is reproduced in PIate 160. Although the features and
the hair style show strong affinities with southern Indian work, the statue
may nevertheless come from Bengal, where numerous examples of figures
with slightly elongated, almost ovoid, faces can be foundl62. Mention should
also be made of a type of bronze lamp with lotus leaves which open and
close, containing the coupled figures, in high relief, of the male and female
divinities, yab yurn163.
Similar conclusions may be drawn from the many chiitens to be found
inside temples. Since they are frequently made from sheets of bronze
coveriilg an inner structure, it is not certain that these chotens, which are
undoubtedly of non-Tibetan origin, were brought in ready made from somewhere outside the country. The separate pieces may have been assembled on
the spot, and some of the pieces may have been made in Tibet by foreign
craftsmen, particularly in western Tibet but also in the central region. There
are some magnificent examples of Kashmiri origin, including some with
motifs derived from Central Asia (Plate 171) ; in their decoration and workmanship they are very similar to the nimbuses which have been discussed on
an earlier page. Gradually, however, for a variety of reasons, the predominance passed to the Nepalese schools. The decline of the great Buddhist
centres in India interrupted the intensive and continuous exchanges between

the two countries which were maintained until about the time of AtiSa; and
the proximity of Nepal, the increasingly frequent trading contacts with that
country and the thriving state of Buddhism there - all these factors combined meant that the interests of the Tibetan community now converged on
Kathmandu and the neighbouring regions. The Kashmiri work we have been
considering now gave place to statues and chotens produced by Nepalese
artists and craftsmen. Among the chotens, however, we can point to a single
exception: the fine example to be seen in the monastery at Narthang, a work
of outstanding quality which clearly comes from South-East Asia (Plate
169). It is difficult to explain how it reached Narthang, no doubt after an
intermediate halt somewhere in India. Two other bronze chotens also deserve
attention: in one of them (Plate 167) the figures of lions point to a cultural
area connected with Iran, while the other (Plate 168) has a curious pattern of
squares which shows affinities with Islamic and particularly Ghaznavid art,
recalling for example the decoration of the doors in Mahmud's mausoleum
at Ghazni.
Before fusing into the expression of a purely Tibetan style, the same variety
of influences can be identified in the nimbuses round the heads of the statues
(Plates 173, 174). In one type, some of the best examples of which come
from Kashrnir, the figures of Buddha or of Bodhisattvas are enclosed in
a frame of circles or scrollwork; in others the figural representation gives
place to floral motifs in high relief, often elaborated into baroque arabesques
- reflecting a popular Nepalese style which is not easily distinguished from
Tibetan art in the proper sense. These nimbuses are remarkable both for
their number and their variety - indicating that at the time of the Buddhist
diaspora Tibet offered a safe refuge to which manuscripts and works of
art were sent for preservation.
What we have said about sculpture applies equally to painting. Reference
has already been made to the paintings at Mangnang, and also to the

thangkasls4 which were undoubtedly painted by Kashrniri artists, although
they often show traces of influences from Central Asial65.
The miniatures in the manuscripts of the Prajfiipiramiti date from the
11th and 12th centuries. We can see, however, how in the course of time,
lacking the direct influence of the master, the artist's manner becomes
more languid, the decorative elements predominate and the chiaroscuro
effects are toned down (Plates 148, 149). Nevertheless the garments of
the offering-bearers still have something reminiscent of Central Asialeg.
It is evident at any rate that the Mangnang paintings are not an isolated
phenomenon: in addition to the miniatures in the manuscripts of the
Prajkipliramita' we can adduce the school, also of Kashmiri origin, which
is represented at Alchi. At this monastery, however, at least three periods
can be identified. The first of these appears to be contemporary with Rinchensangpol67 and some illuminated manuscripts at Tholing; they are certainly not by the same artists but they reflect the same traditions and the
same artistic manner. This school was now worn out and in decline, as
can be clearly seen in a painting from the life of the Buddha's*.
In the second period we find a new manner, which can be dated to the 14th
century, perhaps to the time of Prince Riiicana Bhotw of Ladakh (rgyal bu
Rin e'en), who seized power in Kashmir and reigned there for three years.
To this period can be attributed a painting of two Tibetan women offering
refreshment to a king or high dignitary wearing a kaftan of Iranian type
(decorated with golden lions enclosed in circles)l69. I believe that these
frescoes are the work of Tibetan painters established in Kashmir, since a
similar decoration is found at Gyang, perhaps following Central Asian
models (cf. the paintings at Pendzhikent and Balalyk Tepe). The third period
is represented by frescoes in which the influence of the illuminations in
Moghul manuscripts is very evident. This marks the end of the school which

produced the paintings at Mangnang and the earliest work at Alchi and the
beginning of a new and predominantly Islamic style170.
This Central Asian influence, which we have already observed in some of
the sculpture from Iwang, is still quite perceptible in some paintings from
Gyang (Plate 123)l7l. It is now, however, no more than the last distant
echo of a dying tradition.
One picture (Plate 183) is of particular interest. Although it shows a group
of emissaries bringing tribute (which might suggest that the painter was
concerned to depict in a fairly realistic way an event that had actually taken
place) the workmanship is quite un-Tibetan - as can be seen, for example,
in the manner of representing the horses.
The influence of the earliest Nepalese manner, with which we are familiar in
the numerous manuscripts decorated with miniatures in the principal
Tibetan monasteries (Plates 148, 149), can be seen in a very fine th~ngkal7~
which has counterparts in Nepalese manuscripts of the 10th and 1lth centuries; and we find it again at Nesar173 and Iwang174. In any study of the
history and development of Nepalese painting the frescoes in the large
"chotens of many doors" provide evidence of the culmination and fusion
together of the most varied traditions; there are even some small paintings
which offer striking similarities to the paintings at Qyzil. In seeking to establish the separate elements which went into the creation of this painting
we cannot confine ourselves to the influences which have already been
discussed and to Kashmir, Khotan and Nepal: the whole of Central Asia,
extending as far afield as Turfan, Tumchuq, Qyzil and Bazalik, may have
played a part in their development, working through channels and in ways
which we are now unable to identify; and this influence may have survived in
particular isolated schools for a very long period.

Another centre, roughly half way between Kashmir and Central Asia,
may have been Gilgit175, which long maintained contacts with Tibet, continuing until the 14th century to send teachers and Bonpo sorcerers into
the country. We have two wooden book covers from Gilgit which bear
witness to the existence in that region of particular artistic trends which,
in the absence of other evidence, we cannot define more closely. The
paintings at Gyang, in a distinctive style which bears no relationship
to the artistic schools in Tibet which we know best, may well reflect influences coming from Qyzil in a late stage of its development. And it may be
significant that the wall paintings at Jonang (Plate 184) are divided into
squares, each containing a particular scene, in the same way as at Q y ~ i l l ~ ~ .
The small circles round the head of a figure (Plate 186) are a clear reminiscence of the bead necklaces worn by personages of high rank - kings,
donors, etc. - in Central Asian paintings, at Qyzil and Bazalik. The manner
of representing horses also points in the same directionl77, to Chotsho and
even to Pendzhikentl78, although the Central Asian work shows a much
higher degree of skill. On the other hand there are certain scenes in which
the composition, the dress of the figures and the manner of painting trees
and women gathering flowers continue the pictorial traditions of India179.
Nepalese influence continued to make itself felt for centuries, and we know
on the basis of exact evidence, for example, that Kungasangpo (Kun dga'
bzan po)lSOcaused the monastery of Ngor (kjor), built in 1429, to be decorated by Nepalese artists.
This Nepalese influence on Tibetan painting was felt not only in the wall
frescoes and the thangkas painted by Nepalese artists who had been brought
to Tibet for the purpose but also in the continual commissioning of work
by the Tibetan monasteries and their direct acquisitions of illuminated

manuscripts. There are large numbers of richly illuminated manuscripts at
Sakya and Ngor; and as a rule these works possess the great advantage
of being dated.
Mention must also be made of the fabrics which were regularly imported
to meet the needs of great personages and high ecclesiastical dignitaries,
who used them to embellish the temples or to frame thangkas. I have seen
many such fabrics, but it is possible to illustrate only two examples: a
fragment of Chinese material, probably of the Yiian period, depicting a
procession of women (Plate 180) and a Nepalese hanging from Narthang
representing a large stiipa, perhaps SvayambhfinZth (Plate 181). Some of
the scenes depicted on the former are reminiscent of the frescoes at Narthang
(Plate 191).
Nor must the student of Tibetan art neglect such objects of everyday use as
lamps and censers. The finest example of such work which I have seen was
an inlaid censer of the Sakyapa period, apparently from the eastern provinces of Tibet, representing a tradition of craftsmanship which is still alive
today.

Towards a Tibetan Koine
The development of Tibetan art follows a similar course to that of literature: first the bringing together of original works, then the production
of faithful translations, then the commentaries, and finally the summaries
and syntheses - all within the unique and indissoluble tradition of Buddhism, through the work of the various schools and particular sects which
branched off from it. Just as the process of systematising the dogma ended

with Tsongkhapa (1357-1419) - each school having by then acquired its
distinctive characteristics - so in the 14th and 15th centuries the concordia
discors of the different artistic trends was brought to an end. Many of these
trends had made themselves felt in Tibet; models of different kinds were to
be found throughout the country; and teachers of many different schools had
worked there. In the time of the Sakyapa and of Puton there began the systematisation of dogma and the Tantric liturgy which, by translating the
esoteric theories of the schools into pictorial symbols - a process in which
Puton played a decisive part - exerted considerable influence on the figural
representation of the ritual and meditative dogma of the Tantras. The result
was that when the principal monasteries grew in power and authority the
different artistic schools gradually blended their various traditions into a
more uniform expression ; and the new forms which emerged from this fusion
progressively broke free from the earlier traditions and continued to develop
on their own. The building of the large "chotens of many doors" or kubums
was a development of great importance in the creation of this artistic koine,
which falls outside the scope of this survey of the archaeology and ancient
art of Tibet. This was the climax and, in a sense, the final dying out of the
varied artistic traditions which had flourished in Tibet: the memory of these
traditions was forgotten, and soon all trace of them was lost. Tibetan art
now took on its definitive form, the form in which we know it today, and
never thereafter departed from the established tradition. New political
situations might occasionally give rise to particular artistic developments,
but these were limited to the monastery or monasteries concerned. This was
the case, for example, at Zhalu (Za lu), built in the style of the Yiian
dynasty of China, with majolicas and arabesques and a gigantic statue of
the Buddha in which Chinese influence is evident (Plutes 72, 73). We know
that Chinese and Mongol artists did in fact work there: in this respect Zhalu
was an isolated case which, so far as can be established, had no wider influence. Plate 111 shows a perfume brazier of the Yiian period from this
monastery.

Artists trained in the Chinese tradition also worked on the decoration
of the kubum at Narthang: in the paintings in the interior of the temple the
architecture is Chinese, the processions depicted are Chinese, and some of
the scenes (Plates 191) are also typically Chinese. This is, however, an exceptional instance; and similarly Phuntshokling, redecorated by TZranZtha
(born 1575), is absolutely unique. The frescoes at Phuntshokling have no
connection with the Tibetan tradition: Tgraniitha had frequent contacts
with India, he welcomed Indian teachers like Buddhagupta, and no doubt
he brought in Indian artists to decorate his temple. These artists belonged
to different schools which are difficult to define accurately, but there is a hint
in their work of certain features characteristic of southern India. In interpreting after their own fashion the subjects selected by TiiranZtha they show a
remarkable power of expression, with a lively sense of movement which is
exemplified particularly in their pictures of galloping horses, great virtuosity
in the use of contrasting colours, and notable skill in depicting the graceful
flowing lines of women's bodies (Plates 192-196).
It is important to remember that eastern Tibet always remained under the
predominant influence of China; and through the intermediary of the monasteries this influence was superimposed on the Tibetan koine or blended
with it. This is particularly evident in certain iconographic types which
have their prototype in China, for example the cycle of the sixteen or
eighteen Arhats or the four Lokapiilas; VaiSravana in particular retained
his iconography of Central Asian origin (Plate 189). As time went on,
however, these variations tended to disappear, absorbed into a common
language which admitted only the occasional Nepalese or Chinese feature,
depending on the fashion of the day. Then from the 13th and 14th centuries
onwards the long cherished store of works of art brought in from outside
Tibet, venerated as a precious legacy from the country which had given
Buddhism its spiritual, philosophical and religious culture, the vast accumulation of imported statues, paintings and chotens by foreign artists and

craftsmen of all periods which makes the great monasteries such a treasurehouse of art, began to exert an active and stimulating influence on Tibetan
art; and having once found its distinctive manner, that art never thereafter
abandoned it, save on a few rare and fleeting occasions.

Stone Sculpture
Although there is certainly no shortage of stone in Tibet, and we have
references in our sources to certain statues carved from a type of stone
which may be alabaster, stone figures carved in the round have always been
extremely rare. The reason may be that numbers of original works in bronze,
copper or other metals, which were lighter to carry, had been brought in by
pilgrims, while there were no pieces of stone sculpture available to provide
models. The sources do, however, indicate that a stone statue of Songtsengampo was erected over his tomb, and that the statues of the three
Protectors (rigs gsum mgon po) and the five Buddhas (rgyal ba rigs lria) in the
temple at Thantuk (K'ra abmg), traditionally dated to the reign of Songtsengampo, were also of stone. That the craft of stone-carving was in fact
practised in Tibet is proved by the reference in the sBa bzhed to the artists,
or rather sculptors, whom Thitsukdetsen (K'ri gtsug Ide brtsan) brought
from Nepal and by the stone figure of a lion published by H.E. Richardson
(Plate 47)lsl. The statue came from the tomb of Repachen, which was
certainly imitated from Chinese models. We also have a carved tortoise
from a funerary tumulus (reminiscent of the tomb of Hsiao-hsin, who died in
518), also showing Chinese inspiration. In addition, as Richardson notes and
as I have myself observed, there is a stone tortoise in the courtyard of the
west temple at Samye, set under a gargoyle in the form of a dragon's jaws.
The tortoise, which must have been brought from some other building and
may originally have been the base of a statue or pillar, is in the Chinese
style of the T'ang period.

The case of the dorings which have already been discussed is of course
different. These have ornamental motifs which no doubt had some syrnbolic significancel82. The pillars themselves were frequently topped by
a small pagoda-type roof with inward-curving corners, in the Chinese
manner. As a rule there is a spherical or near-spherical ball at the tip of the
roof; or alternatively the roof (201 rdo rin) is surmounted by a pyramid, also
of stone, on top of which is another stone in the shape of a large pine-cone.
Figures carved from the native rock are often found on the path leading
to a holy place, at fords or other perilous places, near suspension bridges
or at places where there is a danger of landslides. The oldest of these represent the Buddha; the later ones are of other divinities who were credited
with the power to protect the faithful, in particular AvalokiteSvara and Tiirii.
We may think, for example, of the rock carving near Phaongkha (P'a boii
ka), where tradition had it that a statue of Khasarpana was set up in the
time of Songtsengampo; and there are others near Chushul (C'u sirl) and
Marpori (dMarpo ri) (Plates 199,200)183. There also are rock sculptures of
the same type near Lhasa; in the absence of inscriptions or other evidence
it is difficult to date them, but they appear to be very old (Plate 199).

I believe that this practice was introduced into Tibet mainly in imitation of
the north-western provinces of the Indian peninsula, particularly Swat
(Uddiyiina), where the conditions are similar and travel equally difficult.
The tracks followed by pilgrims were all signposted by rock carvings which
had both a sacred and a functional purposel84. The two carvings reproduced
(Plates 199, 200) show striking analogies to those found in Swat, which
from the time of Padmasambhava onwards maintained relationships with
Tibet, traded with it by way of Gilgit and Ladakh, and was always regarded
by the Tibetans as a holy land.

There are also works of sculpture in sun-baked earth and plaster (Plates
198, 201) which show considerable artistic skill. Their dating is, however,
very uncertain unless we know the date of the monastery to which they
belonged. The figure illustrated in Plate 201 shows some trace of Chinese
influence.

CONCLUSION

Clearly it was necessary for Tibet to reach a sufficient degree of political
unity before it could achieve an aesthetic conception of its own enabling it to
express its particular sensibility, developed from the various models which
had been offered for its imitation and the various artistic schools which had
been brought into the country by small groups of refugees from Central
Asia, India and elsewhere as a result of historical circumstances. This
conception was slow to emerge, for each monastic community was a separate
unit which had its own particular links or associations with one or other
centre of culture. Nor must we forget that the Tibetans' devout acceptance
of Buddhism and their reluctance, as enthusiastic neophytes, to tamper in
any way with the iconographic schemes which were held to be unalterable as
having been devised by the Buddha himself, imposed limits which the artists
could not ignore. The figures were drawn in accordance with the standards
laid down in a rigorous body of doctrine brought in from India, with only
restricted scope for the occasional minor variations; the colours to be used
were specified in the liturgy; and the great mandaIas which translated into
the language of line and colour particular moments in the process of meditation could not depart from the subtle injunctions of Tantric soteriology
without losing their spiritual efficacy.
The artist was thus unable to give free range to his imagination, except when
these hieratic and mystical schemes included biographical details - events
from the life of the Buddha or the Bodhisattvas, descriptions of the various
paradises or stories of the lives of saints, who were frequently abbots of
the great monasteries. It is only then that a breath of life appears in the
paintings and the element of contrast between the doctrinal message of a
painting and the artist's freedom from the usual constraints allows him
to indulge his fancy to the full.
Thus if we want to obtain any valid idea of the development of Tibetan art
the urgent requirement, as soon as circumstances permit, is to identify and

record all those external influences which transmitted new impulses to the
Tibetans and led them to find in sacred art the essential principle of their
unity. Secular art and craftsmanship, on the other hand, remained largely
under Chinese influence or perpetuated atypical local forms.
One final point may be noted. The figures of donors which are commonly
found in Indian statuary, whether stone or metal, in all artistic periods, as
well as in Hindu ShZhi art and in the art of Kashrnir, Gangetic India and
Bengal, and are still depicted, though rather less frequently, in Nepalese
art down to our own day, are almost completely absent from Tibetan art.
They occur, if at all, on certain thangkas, and then always under the influence
of Nepal.
We thus observe once again that the archaeology and indeed the whole
history of Tibetan art are not yet a body of established fact but a programme
of research for the future. In this study the central point to remember is
that Tibet is not an island cut off from the rest of the world but a meeting
place of different cultures, an area in which India, the Himalayan regions,
China, Iran and Central Asia all exert their various influences. Further
light on these questions can only come - and we must hope that its coming
will not be too long delayed - from painstaking investigation of Tibetan
archaeology and careful study of the development of Tibetan art; and the
solution to problems of such evident complexity will clearly demand a very
extensive acquaintance with the different cultures of Asia. Accordingly the
most urgent tasks facing Chinese archaeologists are to compile a complete
inventory of all the extant material, both archaeological and artistic, in the
province of Tibet; to ensure that it is recorded and photographed; and to
undertake excavations on the most important sites, including in particular
cemeteries, royal tombs and other sites of special significance in the Yarlung
valley and the area round Lhasa.
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COMPARATIVE CHRONOLOGY

DATE

1

CENTRAL
ASIA

IRAN

200

Sassanids (226651)

600

Arab conquest
(637-651)

NEPAL

I

lNDIA
Gupta dynasty
(320-500)

~gdynasty
-906)

Hephthalite
kingdom (4th6th c.)
Arab conquest of
Merv (651)

Licchavi dynasty,
under strong
Gupta influence
(2nd-7th c.)
ThHkuri dynasty
founded by
ArpSuvarman

I

Toramana
(c. 490-512)
Mihirakula
(c. 512-528)

Lalitaditya (713750)
Turki ShShI
dynasty (8th c.)
P2la dynasty
(740-1 125)
Sena dynasty
(11th c.)
Gurjara
Pratihiiras (7501036)
Rashtrakiitas
(757-973)

700

New dynasty
(879)

800

Hindu S&h&
(c. 885 to end of
10th c.)

Mahrnud of
Ghazni (9981030)

900

dynasties
-960)

Foundation of Samye
monastery (715)
Buddhism recognised
as state religion (779)

Persecution of Buddhism
(838-842)
Violation of tombs
of Tibetan kings (866)
Second expansion
of Buddhism in
Tibet (9th-10th c.)
Rinchensanspo (95.%1055)
is sent into Kashmv

A t h is invited into Tibet
and dies at Nyethang,
near Lhasa (1042)
Foundation of Sakya
monastery (1073)

Second
ThPkuri dynasty
(11th c.)

Seljuk dynasty
(1lth-13th c.)

Songtsengampo's tomb
(650)
Progress in conquest
of Central Asia (676-704)

Jenghis Khan
(1167-1 227)

Tllrhanid dynasty
(beginning of
13th c. to mid
14th c.)

Malla dynasty
(c. 1200)

Ghadavala
dynasty (12th c.)

Marpa (d. 1098); foundation
of Sekhar tower
Foundation of Pigung
monastery (1179)
Foundation of Tshurphu
monastery (1189)

Northern India
under the
Muslims

Jenghis Khan meets
Tibetan dignitaria (1206)
The Sakyapa become l7 shih
of the Mongol kings

~angcbu~gyen(d. 1373) supplants
the Sakyapa and established
the authority
of the Phagmotupa

Ming dynasty
(1368-1 644)

Conquest of
Balkh and
Samarkand by
Tamerlane (1370)

Jayasthiti Malla
(c. 1380-1400)
gives fresh impetus to the
Malla dynasty

Foundation of (3anckn
(1409)

Foundation of Pepune
(1416)
Foundation of S a a (1419)
Foundation of TashiIMhpo
(1447)
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Bronze belt buckles. Pre-Buddhist period. From Tsaparang,
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Bronze figurine of an offering-bearer. Pre-Buddhist period. From
Chonggye, central Tibet. Bonardi collection.
Right, hook or ear-pick (?); left, unidentifiable object. PreBuddhist period. From western Tibet. Bonardi collection.

Circular bronze pendant. Pre-Buddhist period. Bonardi collection.
(Cf. Plates 3-8).
Bronze figurine of a monkey; worn suspended as a talisman.
Period uncertain. From Tsaparang, western Tibet. Bonardi collection.
The same: front view.
Bronze amulet representing four linked birds, each having a
single body and two heads. Pre-Buddhist period. From Shigatse.
Bonardi collection.
The same: view from above.
The same: side view.
Bronze ball with suspension eyelet. Period uncertain. From
western Tibet. Bonardi collection.
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Bronze ball. Period uncertain. From western Tibet. Bonardi
collection.
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Unidentified bronze object. The head in the centre indicates that
it cannot be a fibula but suggests that it may be of religious
significance. Pre-Buddhist period. From Lake Manasarovar.
Bonardi collection.
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Object representing two animals standing erect (left) and a
stylised animal's head (right). Pre-Buddhist period. From Lake
Manasarovar. Bonardi collection.
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Pendant of uncertain significance, perhaps a small bell. PreBuddhist period. From Shigatse. Bonardi collection.
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Bronze figurine of Bos indicus. Pre-Buddhist period. From Mount
KailFisa area. Bonardi collection.
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Bronze figurine of a feline. Pre-Buddhist period. From Sakya
area. Bonardi collection.
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Bronze pendants in the shape of a cross. Probably Nestorian and
therefore of the Yiian period (1276-1368). From Lhatse. Bonardi
collection.
Bronze fibula. Pre-Buddhist period. From Gartok, western Tibet.
Bonardi collection.
Bronze fibula. Date uncertain. From Lake Manasarovar. Bonardi
collection.
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Lhatse. Bonardi collection.

Iron arrowheads. Period uncertain. From Sakya. Bonardi collection.
Caves near Lhatse, Tsang. Period uncertain; probably prehistoric.
Caves at Janthang (Byari t'ari ?). Prehistoric period.
Caves near Lake Yandogtsho, central Tibet. Probably prehistoric
period.
Caves at Yarlung, southern Tibet. Probably prehistoric period.
Megaliths near Dopbdsong, Tsang. Probably pre-Buddhist
period.
"Tomb of the Ascetic", near Lake Manasarovar. Pre-Buddhist
period.
Bonpo tombs at Lo (Blo, between Tibet and Nepal). Period uncertain.
Tomb near Lake Yandogtsho, central Tibet. Probably prehistoric
period.
Tomb near Shigatse, Tsang. Probably prehistoric period.
Edict by Thidesongtsen (755-797) inscribed on pillar in front of
temple at Samye, central Tibet, proclaiming Buddhism the state
religion.
Tombs of the Tibetan kings at Chonggye, south of the Tsangpo;
to rear, tomb of Songtsengampo (d. 649). After Ferrari, Plate 31.
(Ph. H.E. Richardson).
Pillar of a royal tomb at Chonggye.

Pillar of Thidesongtsen's tomb, Chonggye.
Stone lion near tomb of Repachen (815-838) at Chonggye. To
rear, Songtsengampo's tomb.
Yumbulhakhar palace, south of the Tsangpo. 4th century.
123) for his
The Sekhar tower in Lhotak, built by Milarepa (1-1
teacher Marpa (d. 1098). After Ferrari, Plate 39. (Ph. H.E.
Richardson).
Loopholes in wall of castle at Luk, western Tibet. 10th-l I th century.
Castle at Nii, western Tibet. 10th-l l th century (?).
Castle at Penam (spa snam), Tsang. The tower probably dates
from the 12th century.
Monastery of Tashigang (bKra iis sgan), western Tibet, built on
the ruins of an earlier castle. I lth-12th century. In centre, round
tower.
Ruins of old castles in western Tibet. 10th-11th centuries.
Apsidal building at Kampadsong (sGampa rdsori). 11th-12th century (?).
Castle at Tsaparang, western Tibet, from above. 1lth-15th centuries.
Ruins of castle at Pelkye (dPal rgyas ?), western Tibet. 10th-l I th
century.
Ruins of castle at Khyunglung (K'yuri luri). The original structure
dates from the 8th-9th century.

Iron bridge over the Kyichu (sKyid c'u) attributed to Thangton
gyelpo (T'ari ston rGyal po) (1 385-1464). (Ph. H.E. Richardson).
Ruins of monastery at Nesar, Tsang. 8th century.
Temple at Mangnang, western Tibet. 1lth century.
Small chapel, western Tibet. 12th century.
General view of Samye, central Tibet. 8th century.
Entrance of temple at Samada, Tsang. 12th century.
General view of Tholing, western Tibet. Monastery founded by
Rinchensangpo (958-1053).
Exterior of chapel at Ushangdo (U iari rdo). 9th century.
Pillar inside chapel at Ushangdo. 9th century.
Initiation temple at Tholing. 11th century.
Statue in stucco. 11th-12th century. From Tiak (gTi yag?),
western Tibet.
Statue of Chenresik (spyan ras gzigs) by Mati, a pupil of
Rinchensangpo. 11th-12th century. From Samada, Tsang.
General view of Sakya monastery (founded 1073).
Detail of roof of temple at Zhalu ( 2 a lu), founded in Yiian period
(1276-1 368).
The same.
Porch of temple at Samada. 11th-12th century.
Wall paintings from a temple, showing different types of choten.
14th-15th century. From western Tibet.

Chotens near Thantuk (K'ra abrug). 13th century.
Ch otens (restored) at Rapgyeling (Rub rgyas gliri ), western Tibet.
14th-15th century.
Choten at Gyang (rGyan), Tsang. 14th-15th century.
The same: detail.
Choten at Gyantse (rGyal rtse), Tsang. 14th century.
Choten at Champaling (Byams pa gliri), central Tibet. 15th century.
Row of 108 stiipas at Milam (rMi l n n ~?), near Mangnang. 11th12th century.
Choten at Narthang, Tsang. 14th century.
Choten at Tholing, traditionally believed to contain the remains of
Rinchensangpo (958-1055).
Clzoten near Samye. 8th-9th century.
Ruins of choten near Khangsar (K'ari gsar), western Tibet. 12th13th century.
Choten of gilded bronze. T'ang period (619-906). From the monastery of Ngaritatsang (m Nu' ris grwa ts'ari), central Tibet.
Bronze choten. 13th-14th century. From Ngariwtsang monastery.
Choten of sun-dried earth of the "descent from heaven" type.
12th-13th century. From Tholing, western Tibet.
The same. Bonardi collection.
Choten of sun-dried earth of the "many doors'' type. 12th-13th
century. From Tsaparang, western Tibet. Bonardi collection.

The same. 1lth-12th century. From Tholing, western Tibet.
Three chotens of sun-dried earth of the "descent from heaven"
type, with formula from the PrajiiBpBramitg. 12th-13th century.
From western Tibet. Bonardi collection.
Choten of the "descent from heaven" type, flanked by two smaller
stfipas, with formula from the PrajiiBp2ramitB. 12th-13th century.
From Doptakdsong (rDo brag rdsori) , Tsang. Bonardi collection.
Large choten flanked by two smaller ones: a souvenir from some
famous monastery. 13th century.
Five chotens of sun-dried earth, above formulae from the PrajiiBp6ramitP. 11th-12th century. From western Tibet. Bonardi
collection.
Choten with door, surrounded by smaller stiipas. 13th-14th century. From Tholing, western Tibet. Bonardi collection.
Ts'a ts'as in the form of chotens. 12th century. From Sakya.
Bonardi collection.
Ts'a ts'a of sun-dried earth representing Dorjesempa (rDo rje
sems dpa'). 12th-13th century. From Sakya. Bonardi collection.
Ts'a ts'a of sun-dried earth representing the Bodhisattva MafijuSri. 13th century. From Lhatse, Tsang. Bonardi collection.
Ts'a ts'a of sun-dried earth representing Dorjesempa (rDo rje
sems dpa'). 12th-13th century. From Tsang. Bonardi collection.
Ts'a ts'a of sun-dried earth representing the Bodhisattva LokeSvara. 1 lth-12th century. From Zhalu, Tsang. Bonardi collection.
The same. From Tholing. Bonardi collection.

Ts'a ts'a of sun-dried earth representing polma (Tira). 1lth-12th
century. From Tsaparang, western Tibet. Bonardi collection.
Ts'a ts'a of sun-dried earth representing the Bodhisattva LokeSvara. 11th-12th century. From Chang, western Tibet. Bonardi
collection.
Ts'a ts'a of sun-dried earth representing the Buddha !%kyamuni.
13th-14th century. From Tholing, western Tibet. Bonardi collection.
Ts'a ts'a of sun-dried earth representing Buddha between two
Bodhisattvas. About 12th century. From western Tibet. Bonardi
collection.
Gilded bronze plaque showing the Buddha cutting off his hair
with a sword; beside him the gods Brahmi and Indra. 12th century. From Lhasa.
Bronze bell from Thantuk (K'ra abrug). 8th-9th century.
Iron vessel with inlaid ornament. Yiian period. From Sakya.
Bonardi collection.
Large iron corn-measure with silver decoration: note the Nestorian cross. From Lhasa. Bonardi collection.
Wall painting from Mangnang: an apsaras. 1lth-12th century.
The same: an ascetic.
The same: goddesses personifying offerings (mc'od pai Iha mo).
The same: Acala and Vajrapipi.
The same: Aksobhya in the bhzimispariamudrd posture.

The same: probably Vajradharma, a divinity of the Kunrik
(Kun rig) cycle.
The same : a monk.
The same: detail from a wall painting.
Wall painting from Gyang: an offering-bearer. 14th century.
Figure of a Bodhisattva. 12th century. From chapel of Tshepame
(Ts'e dpag med), Iwang.
Wall paintings from Alchi, Ladakh: details from the life of the
Buddha. 12th-13th century.
Carved beams in temple at Samada, Tsang. 12th century.
Large bronze statue of Vajrapgni. 1lth-12th century. From Tholing. Kashmiri school.
Ivory statue of a Bodhisattva. Period of Rinchensangpo (9581055). From Mangnang.
Buddha and two Bodhisattvas: wood. 1lth century. From Tabo,
Spiti.
Fragment of a terracotta Buddha. 1lth century. From Tholing.
Bonardi collection.
Wooden figure of a lion from the initiation temple at Tholing.
Bonardi collection.
The same : detail.
Detail from carved wooden doorway. 1lth-12th century. From
Tsaparang, western Tibet.
Carved wood decoration from f a ~ a d eof monastery at Alchi,
Ladakh. 11th-12th century.

The same: detail.
Fragment of a wooden doorway with scenes from the life of the
Buddha. 11th century. From Tholing.
Wooden doorway with figures of the river goddesses of the Gaagi
and the Yamuni. 12th cneutry. From temple of Gayidhara,
Lhatse.
Wooden doorway. 1lth-12th century. From Tsaparang.
Decoration of carved wood from fapde of monastery at Alchi.
1lth-12th century.
Fragment of gilded bronze nimbus with scenes from the life of the
Buddha. 1 lth-12th century. From the Jampalhakhang (aJamspai
Iha k'an), Narthang.
Fragment of gilded nimbus with figure of Padmapini and floral
motifs. 11th-12th century. From Nanying.
Wood carving of a Bodhisattva. 1 lth-12th century. From Tabo.
MIrici: bronze statue. 10th-11th century. From Sakya. Pda
school. Bonardi collection.
Buddha Sikyamuni: wood statue. 11th-12th century. From Luk.
Bonardi collection.
The Bodhisattva PadmapZini: bronze statue. 1lth-12th century.
Bonardi collection.
The Bodhisattva Padmapgni : bronze statue. 1 1th-12th century.
From Tsaparang, but of Kashmiri origin. Bonardi collection.
The same. From Kojarnith. western Tibet. Bonardi collection.
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Illuminated manuscript of the Prajn'dpZramitd. 11th century.
Nepalese school. Bonardi collection.
Goddess (apsaras) : wood statue. 11th century. From Alchi.
Bonardi collection.
The Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara. 11th century. From Sakya. Pila
school. Bonardi collection.
The Bodhisattva Vajradharma. 10th-11 th century. From Kongardsong (Gori dkar rdson), Tsang. Pdla school. Bonardi collection.
Bronze statue of the goddess Kurukullz. 10th-1 lth century. From
Sakya. Pila school. Bonardi collection.
Bronze statue of Avalokiteivara. 1lth-12th century. From
Chambi. Bonardi collection.
Buddha in the bhiimispariamudra' posture. 12th-13th century.
From Luk. Bonardi collection.
Nimbus of gilded wood. 14th-15th century. From Tsaparang.
Kashmiri influence. Bonardi collection.
Bronze statues. Pgla period (10th-11th century). From Sakya
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Bronze statues. The one in the centre is of the Pila period (10th11th century). From Sakya monastery.
Terracotta statue of Buddha. 10th-11th century. From Nesar,
Tsang.
Bronze statue of Padmapini. 12th century. From Pijkhang (sPos
k'an) monastery, Tsang.

Bronze statue of a Bodhisattva. 12th-13th century. From Zinchi
(rDsiri p'yi) monastery, central Tibet.
Plaster statue of a Bodhisattva. 11th-12th century. From Nesar
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Plaster statue of a Bodhisattva. 1 lth-12th century. From Iwang
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century. From Ngor (Nor). Bonardi collection.
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Buddha :gilded bronze. 15th century. From Nyethang (sNet' an).
Upper part of a gilded bronze nimbus. 12th-13th century. From
Sakya monastery.
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The same.
Statues of Tiirl. Attributed to period of AtiSa (11th century).
From temple at Nyethang.
Bronze statue of the Bodhisattva Padmapiini. 13th century. From
Narthang.
The "royal robe" (gyellukcho, rGyal lugs c'os), worn by the
Tibetan kings and preserved in old families. (Ph. H.E. Richardson)
The Paolonchen (dpa' bo Blon c'en) at Nyethang, near Lhasa:
believed to be the upper part of the body of Danka-pelkiyonten
(Bran ka dPal gyi yon tun), a monk and minister of the time of
Repachen. (Ph. H.E. Richardson).
The "ancient jewels" (ringyen, rin rgyan) worn by the Tibetan
kings, according to a tradition which is still preserved. (Ph. H.E.
Richardson).
Chinese fabric of the Yiian period (1276-1368). From Sakya
monastery. Bonardi collection.
Cotton fabric with representations of the stipa of Svayambhiiniith
surrounded by winged figures of adorers. Nepalese work. From
Narthang monastery. 16th century. Bonardi collection.
Wall paintings from choten at Gyang: cycle of the Peldenlhamo
(dPul ldan lha mo). 15th -16th century.
Wall paintings from choten at Gyang. 15th-16th century.
Wall paintings from choten at Jonang (Jo nari). 14th century.
Wall paintings from choten at Gyang. 15th-16th century.
The same. 14th-15th century.

190-191

Wall paintings from choten at Narthang.
Wall paintings from chapel of Shemar fgSed dmar), Phiintshokling (P'un ts'ogs gliri). 16th century.
Sculpture of an Arhat. 14th century (?). From Norbukhyungtse
(Nor bu k'yuri rtse).
Stucco figure of Buddha. 12th-13th century. From Mangnang,
western Tibet.
Rock bas-relief carving of Buddha. Period uncertain. Near Lhasa.
The same. 13th-14th century.
Stucco figure of Buddha. 13th-14th century. From Zhalu.
Tltangka: Nangparnangse (rNam par snari mtisad) (Vairocana)
in the vitarka-mudra' posture. Nepalese school. From Narthang.
Museum of Oriental Art, Rome. (After Tibetan Painted Scrolls,
by kind permission of the Istituto Poligrafico dello Stato,
Rome).

or

Thangka: Sakyapa lama. Nepalese school. From Ngor
).
Museum of Oriental Art, Rome. (By kind permission of the
Museum).
Fragment of thangkn: Chamsing (btsan Icam sriri), also known
as Beg tse; on his left Rigpelhamo (Rig pai lha mo), on his right
Sogdak (Srog bdag), surrounded by his eight acolytes (the
dithoks, gri t'ogs), brandishing swords. Nepalese school. From
Lhatse. Museum of Oriental Art, Rome. (After Tibetan Painted
Scrolls, by kind permission of the Istituto Poligrafico dello
Stato, Rome).

205

Thangka: Doljang (sGrcl ljan) (Sytimii Tiri), with right hand in
the varadamudrd position and left hand in the abhayamudra',
between Recikrna (Ral gcig ma) on the left and Mirici on the
right. Above is a small image of Arnitiibha. The thangka also
shows the different forms of Tir2 and other representations of the
group. Nepalese school. From Narthang. Museum of Oriental
Art, Rome. (After Tibetan Painted Scrolls, by kind permission
of the Istituto Poligrafico dello Stato, Rome).

206

Thangka: Dorjejiche (rDo rje ajigs byed) (Vajrabhairava), surrounded by the eight cemeteries, with figures of lamas. Nepalese
school. From Narthang. Museum of Oriental Art, Rome. (After
Tibetan Painted Scrolls, by kind permission of the Istituto Poligrafico dello Stato, Rome).

207

Thangka: Samvara. Nepalese school. From Sakya. Museum ol'
Oriental Art, Rome.

208

Thangka: Buddha ~ i i k ~ a m u in
n i the bhiimispariamudri posture.
Kashmiri school. From Luk monastery. Museum of Oriental Art,
Rome.

209

Thangka: the 84 siddllas. The two central figures cannot be identified in the absence of inscriptions. Round them are the siddhas.
The theme of this thangka is taken from the bsTan agyur, LXXII,
5 2 : Grub t'ob brgyad cu rstsa biii gsol abeds. Museum of Oriental
Art, Rome. (After Tibetan Painted Scrolls, by kind permission
of the Istituto Poligrafico dello Stato, Rome).
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Thangka: Vajrapiini (?). Nepalese school. From monastery at
Ngor. Museum of Oriental Art, Rome.
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